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NEW MEXICO, FltlDAY EVENING, JUNE

LEAKING BADLY

KING ALFONSO SHOWS

NUMBER 134

WOG.

1.

LAKE MOIIONK

ALBUQUERQUE

ARBITRATION

HIMSELF TO BE HERO
CALMLY COURAGEOUS
Innocent Young People Celebrating Their
Marriage of Mutual Affection.
SPAIN REPUDIATES

THE

Proposes Three Proposi- Foraker Will Fight Statehood on Floor of
tions to President

NEXT

With-

if.

A plan by which The Hague conference, may become the permanent
and recognized congress of nations
with advisory powers; a gvneral arbitration treaty for tha acceptance of
all nations; a plan for the restriction
of armaments amlj If porslble, for
their reduction by concurrent international action.
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GREAT GATHERING
OF WOMAN CLUBS
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WILLIAM BROWN IS
i

VIRTUAL HEAD OF
Vanderbilt System of Railroads at the Modest
Salary
--

OF

$75,000 PtR

EACH YEAR

t

Son of a Poor

New York, June 1. William Carloa
Blown, formerly ouo of the vice
presidents of the New Y'ork Central,

the Lake Shore & Michigan Central
railroads, with headquarters in Chi
cago, today became acting head of
the vast VanderbiH. system of railroads, with headquarters in this city.
Mr. William H. Newman, the presl
dent of the system, who has been
awaiting the arrival of Mr. 'Brown,
turned over the control of the road
to Mr. Brown and will leave in a few
days for a two months' vacation. Mr.
Brown, who is believed to be elated
for the presidency of the system, will
draw a salary of $75,000 a year.
William C. Brown has had a remarkable career in the railroad world
and his new position brings added
honors. He draws the highest salary
of any railroad vice president in the
world. When the American Ixxorao-tlv- e
works recently offered to Hrown
tho presidency with a salary of $50,
imiii a yetir he declined the offer. The
offer was raised to $75,000 a year, but
Mr. I'.rown decided to remain In the
railroad business and wiih the New
Yoik Central lines.
Mr. Hrown Is the son of a
poor
Baptist preacher and was born In
Ib'tklnier county. New York in 1853.
He worked on the farm and in June
I Mitt
tutored the railroad service as
a
hand on Ine St. Paul road.
While in that position
he learned
telegraphy and became a train dispatcher fur the Illinois Central. In
ISI'u lie went to the Hurlington railroad as a train dispatcher. His rise
to the general managership of that
road was phenomenal. In JtiLy litol
he became vice president and general manager of the Ijike Shore, and
his success in the otoration of that
system caused his jurisdiction to be
extended to all New York Central
lines. As an operating
officer his
reputation is second to none in the
country. It is expected that after his
return frim his vacation President
Newman will succeed Chauncey M.
of the New
Iiepew as chairman
York Central, while Brown will become president.

EMINENT
FROM

Philadelphia, Robert Adams, Prominent in
Affairs of National House, Aged 57 Years.
Financial Embarrasment Was Cause.

New-York-

Baptist Preacher

and Is Only Fifty Three
Years of Age.

inad-mittl-

CONGRESSMAN

,
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St. Paul, Minn.. June 1. The eighth
biennial convention of the General
Ftederaltion of Women's clubs opened
here with an unusually large attendance and nn enthusiasm on the part
of the delegates which bids fair to
make this convention the most, successful and memorable In the history
Thirty-nin- e
of
he organization.
rooms In Ithe old capitol building have
been given over the the convention
for headquarters
of the various
states and for the holding of committee eesslons. The general meetings are held in the assembly chamber. The meeting yesterday morning
was of a preliminary, character. Laat
evening a meeting was held at which
the governor of the state and the
mayor of the city welcomed the delegates. This evening the state presidents of nil the state federations will
occupy the platform to make reports
of their local work. Tomorrow will
be given tip to addresses from
of organizations which
are affiliated with the general federa
tion, bringing out the recent develop
ments of work in college settlement
activities, consumers' leagues, Audubon society, child labor, civic association, municipal league juvenile
courts, etc. The convention
will
close next Thursday evening with the
president's reception
Interesting exhibits have been Installed In various rooms and state
headquarters, giving a comprehensive
Idea of the women's work In the different sections of the country. Tuesday next no business session will be
held and the delegates will be roy
ally entertained as the guests of the
city of Minneapolis. After the ad
Journment of the convention many of
the delegates will make an excursion
trip through Yellowstone park.
INVESTIGATING RACE OF
OCTOBER

GO

Iu

BRAKEM

MINERS' CONVENTION.
June 1. Members of
the- executive committee of the "West-eFederation of Miners completed
their reports to the convention today.
of the forenoon was devottd
The
to ropoing ameiidtnenis to the by-
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WESTERN
NEWSPAPER MAN DEAD.
Unite, Mont., June 1. ueorge W.
Sikes. general manager of the Butte
Miner, died ti.is morning of Bright'i
disease a.-- t'.i years. He was for-- j
nierly connected wiih the St. Paul
(11 be
and was well known among
the daily press of Montana and
WELL

Ter-rano-

j

KNOWN

e

i

B. 8. Rodey has qualified as United

States Judge for the district of Porto

Rico. F. O. Blood has 'been connrnieu
as postmaster at East Las Vegas.
Senator Hansbrough moved to irs
the 'bill allowing the lease of more
than one section of New Mexico
school lands to one party. On objection the bill went over until tomorrow.
ID is reported
that the republican
members of the statehood bill committee have agreed on the first Foraker amendment, but fienatoV Foraker
has Innormed your correspondent that
he has not consented yet, and ha
threatens to fight the bill In the senate.
V
ALBUQUERQUE GETS THE
LAND ft.l PUBLIC PARK.
Washington, D. C, June 1. The
senate has passed the bill deeding to
Albuquerque, N. M., a tract of land
for park purposes.
Says Smoot Must Go.
By a vote of 7 to 5, the senate committee on privileges and elections
voted that Senator Smoot ia not entitled to tils seat, The committee
voted unanimously to have the vote
of the senate this session.

Bailey After Burton.
Washington, D. C, June X. Senator Bailey today introduced a resolution in the committee on privileges
and electfcons for the expulsion ot
Senator Burton. Action on the resolution went over until next luesday.
President and Packers.
Th president has decided to send
to congress the report ot Prof. C. P."
Neill, commissioner of labor, and
James B. Reynolds, on their Investigation into the conditions of the
meat packing houses of the west.
Probably it 'Will go next week, accompanied by a message.
NOTED

LAWSUIT HAS
COME TO AN END.

Munich, Julie 1. An Interesting
case, which has been in the courts
for some time and has caused a
great deal of amusement and speculation, has just been decided by one of
the Bavarian courts. The Judgement
rendered Is one which Is worthy of a
Solomon. The facts in the case were
briefly as follows:. A cat which was
chased by a dog, sought refuge in' a
Htablo, where a milkmaid was just
milking a cow. The cat anxious to
get out of the reach of the dog.
Jumped on the back of the cow. The
milk dispenser startled by the Jump
of the cat and angry over the pain
caused by the sharp claws of pussy,
expressed her dissatisfaction
by a
vigorous kick which knocked tho
maid off her stool and caused her
sundry more or less painful injuries.
The maid was anxious to seek redress for her Injuries by suing somebody for damages. Then the question arose, who should be held responsible for the Injuries, which, as
It appeared, were the result of a
chain of offences on the part of the
The matter was
three animals.
brought before the courts and now
the courts in their wisdom have given
their Solomonic decision. It Is to the
effect that the cat, the dog and the
cow were equally guilty and, therefore, the owner of these animals
equally responsible for the injuries
sustained by the milkmaid. Each one
of the owners of the animals must
according to this decision, pay one
third of tho damages assessed in the
case.

JOHN

P. BAKER

KILLED IN FREIGHT WRECK
On the Raton Mountains Terrific Speed
of Runaway Train Down
the Steep Incline.

IN

lit nver, Colt.,

--

1

WORK

ROUTINE

18, 1904.

1. The
Ky.,
Lexington,
June
Board of Review of the Natloral
Trotting association mot here today
Into
and began an investigation
charges concerning the manner In
which the famous race between Ixu
Dillon and Major Delmar for the
gold cup at Memphis,
October 18,
1904, was conducted.
It has been
charged that
Dillon had
been
tampered with Just previous to the
race and the decision of the race was
held up pending the decision of the
Board of Kevlew. The man, who it
was charged, tampered
with Ijou
Dillon, was Mr. Klmer K. Smathers,
the owner of Major Delmar, the
horse which won that race. An attempt will bo made to prove that
Smathers had nothing to do with the
case and that, according to the admission of Mr. Billings, the owner of
Ixm Dillon, just before and after the
race, the famous trotter was "under
the weather" at the time of the race.
The session of the loard is held at
tho Phoenix hotel.
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SMOOT MUST

arbitration adopted resolutions peti gate Andrews and a number of New
tioning president Roosevelt to in- Mexicans called on
secretary
struct the American delegates to the war. and secured thetheassurance of
of
peace and welfare of the world. These national troops for
the territorial fair
are:
at Albuquerque.

1

OF

SENATOR

CONFERENCE

Lake Mohonk, June 1. The Lake Special to The Evening Citizen.
Motion k conference on international
Washington, D. C, June 1. Dele-

Madrid. June 1 The king and his was seriously wounded by the bomb
Five of the
Vide, before lunch today, rode through explosion yesterday.
the streets of uMadrid in nn antonuo-liil- e wounded Isare dying. The number
now given at twenty and
wtuiout an escort. They were of killed
the wounded at sixty.
loudly acclaimed ,by the people.
A Jeweled decoration worn 'by King
King's Coolness Remarkaole.
The coolness of the young king w as Alfonso was shattered by a splinter
marvelous. On reaching the palace of the lKmb. Queen Victoria la
declaring that she is reafter ithe xplosion, he sent adjutants
to assist the wounded, and later sent sponsible for. so many having been
officers among the families of the vic- killed.
possible to
tims, to da everything
cousole their families and assist the NOW BELIEVED THAT TWO
j
sufferers.
BOMBS WERE THROWN.
It is asserted that letters were re-Madrid, June 1. Officials here are
celved in government quarters last beginning
to 'believe that two bombs
night, saying that this would not
were thrown at toe king and queen,
be the last attempt, as t'ae band of and
that the missives exploded sim
conspirators "had declared their inultaneously, with only one vivid flash.
tention to keep up their efforts.
ThU led to a discussion of an ad The sctne was like a battlefield.
Corpses, .;os of blood and wreckjournment of some, of the main feat-ures of the fetes, in which the royal age were strewn upon the ground:
family were t be conspicuously pres- the front of the house at o. 88 Mayor
ent. The people no longer show the street, before which the explosion
liveliness and hilarity heretofore ex- occurred, was covered with holes, and
hibited, and a pall seems to have blood dripptd from the curtains of
the windows on the first floor.
fallen over the community.
In the apartment of the Duke ot
The proximity of the coach of
Grand Duke Vladimir or Russia to the Ahumada, the Marchioness Tolosa
royal coach at the time of he explo- and her daughter were killed. One
"
:
sion led many spectators to believe lKdy was Jammed in the balcony railagainst
VtHinr"Uim
was
attempt
made
ing and was removed with difficulty.
that the
his life, but later. It was generally Ail nearby houses were surrounded
directed
was
by the police, who prevented ingress
accepted that the bomb
agaiiiBt the king and queen. The for- or egress until the houses had been
placed at the head and footboards of
Assoby
COAST ARTILLERY
the
mer view was sent out
thoroughly searched.
his grave.
ciated Press yesterday afternoon.
Police Badly Scared.
The posting of 'these placards caused a mild sensation, and they were
' A man in custody at the Medio Dia
OFFICERS
PLEASED
VERY NARROW ESCAPE
torn away.
MADE BY ROYAL COUPLE. xlic? station, under suspicion of beThe political situation here ts as
London, June 1. Another dispatch ing the person who threw the bomb
animated as ever. Both factions are
from Madrid says that King Alfonso yesterday. Is said to be an Englishsword's points, and from the turhad even a more miraculous escape man, and gives his name as Robert May at Own Discretion De- at
moil is likely to break forth it almost
Hatui'.'ci:. lie was pointed out in
than is generally known. A. frag- the
auy
time, the most fatal kind of a
streets to the ili.anish police ty
ment of the bomb struck 'his breast,
termine on Admitting
war, In which physical forces may
ibut the force was broken by a chain English dettctives. who came here
play
a part. Some of the more peacetof the Portuguese order of Santiago, to attend the wedding festivities. His
Visitors.
ful
ones
fear the result.
great
excitement,
caused
and
arrr?t
wearing.
chain
was
The
which he
was broken, but it stopped the piece the soldiers had to assist the police
AGAIN
VENEZUELA
"
of steel, which otherwise might have to prevent the people from assaultKICKS OVER TRACES
ing
him.
WAY
CHANGE
FROM
THE
OLD
king's
pierced the
breast.
New York, June 1. A cable disHe is of good apearance,
and
patch from Caracas, Venezuela, says:
somewhat resembles the man the poBOMB THROWER IS
Acting President Gomez having rerelooking
lice
have
been
Ho
for.
REPORTED ARRESTED.
When Officer Couldn't Invite His fused to accept General Castro 'a propany
Spanish
give
the
police
fuses
to
London, June 1. A dispatch from
osition, involving the continuance of
Madrid says that the bomb thrower information, but says that he is willOwn Brother to Look at the
the former In office, the latter declining
any
questions
Britanswer
to
the
has been arrested, has confessed, and
meet Gomez at Los Teques, Weded
put
may
ish
him.
consul
to
has supplied all the details of the outFort Defenses.
nesday, thus consumating rupture beThe authorities are considering the
rage.
tween acting and former president.
advisability ot postponing the battle
Gomez announced that he will call
of flowers, owing to the danger to
GENERAL WEYLER SAID
1.
Washington, D. C. June
Officers a special session of congress to conTO BE AMONG WOUNDED. whica the king and queen might be
of the coast artillery are gratified sider his resignation.
Feverish exMadrid,
June 1. General Weyier exposed.
with the order which permits them citement prevails here.
to exercise their own discretion
within the limits of coast for- TO ARGUE CASE
tifications visitors who are not of th
service. Hitherto Ironclad rules have
BEFORE SUPREME COURT
prevailed against the admission of
visitors in general, with the result
that oftentimes commanding officers ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY MEDLER LEAVES FOR
have been much embarrassed by apST. PAUL CASE OF UNITED
plications from personal friends of
STATES VS. MARIANO SENA.
whose intergrty and loyalty there was
no question and who wished to look
E.
Medler, assistant United
at the big guns. Added to this fact, S;ates L.attonney;
left last evening for
it is suspected that foreigners and St. Paul, Minn., wnere
he goes to repothers Who want diagrams and plans resent
United States government
of coast defences have no difficulty In the the
case of the United States vs.
in getting them, especially at one ol
Mariano Sena, appealed to the fedthe forts in the neighborhood of
where a trolley line skirts the eral supreme court, In the St. Paul dientire fortifications in a way which vision.
The case, which has attracted some
commands an Intimate and unob- attention,
is one in which the defendview
works.
of
defensive
structed
the
ant, Sena, is charged with commitimpresses
which
Another
element
ting forgeries while engaged In comWashington, June 1. Congressman ident. Adams had always been a
the authorities in that any person
Robert Adams, of Pennsylvania, shot consistent republican of the stalwart seeking the work of laborer can ob- piling the census returns, while in
himself this morning. He Is in a seri- 'itype. He was born In lii'J, had filled tain employment on the coast forti- the census office in Santa Fe. Sena
ous condition. It was Adams who re- many political positions,
and was fications in their construction anr re- was found guilty in the territorial
ported, conducted through the house, elected a member ot the fifty-thir- d
pairs, bo that those who want plans court, but appialed to the supreme
and had charge of in the conference congress, in which body ie had serv- and other Information have only to court, and the case will be argued, in
at St. Paul.
with the senate, tho Cuban resolu- ed ever since. He was a bachelor.
employ a keen observer of ordinary brief,
Attorney Medler expects to be ab
Letter He Wrote.
tions. He drafted, introduced, reportemployment
get
a
Intelligence
as
to
Representative Adams last night
ed and passed through the 'house in
at a coast fort. Ho may be so sent from the city until June 10.
one hour, the declaration of war wrote the following letter to Speaker laborer
much of a foreigner as to be unable
Convention of Lincoln Party.
Cannon. It was received at the capi-tagainst Spain.
to speak the English language, and
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
June 1. The
Just before the hour of convening yet get into the secret recesses of a
The shooting occurred in one of the
convention of the Lincoln
first
state
chambers of the Metroiolitan club, the house today:
roast fort without difficulty. On the party met at Musical Fund hall vs-- I
where Adams was stopping. He was Hon. J. G. Cannon.
other hand, a commanding officer unMy Dear Mr. Speaker:
found unconscious at 8 o'clock this
The fact der the old rules could not ask his terday forenoon to perfect its armorning, sitting upright in an arm that my personal obligations exceed own brother to look at a battery of rangement for the coming campaign
land to nominate a si ate ticket. The
chair. The pistol was lying on the my resources is my only excuse for guns. After much deliberation
the convention has been set one week
He bad shot himself in the abandoning the responsible position I general staff has
lloor.
decided that com
mouth. It is believed that Adams occupy in the house. I am willing to manding officers of tho army forts ahead of the date of the republican
committed the deed between G and V le buried at its expense, but I ask may bo trusted to exercise their own convention for the double purpose of
giving expression to the desire of the
o'clock this morning.
It is not ex- that no committee be appointed or discretion.
new party to preserw its independmemorial services be held, as I hiwe
pected thai he will recover.
ence from any republican Influence
never been in sympathy with the latGhastly Feature of Deed.
and to force the p pi Micans, if posWith assurances
Adams died at the hospital at 11:30. ter custom.
f my DECORATION DAY
;'ie candidates
sible to endor-- e
A ghastly feature of the deed was high regard,
AT
by the I .. ln party.
GALLUP
selected
shooting
himself,
Sincerely
yours,
that
after
fact
the
The forenoon
.i.
devoted to the
ROBERT ADAMS.
Adams proceeded out into the hall
preliminary wmi of the convention,
Dealer on Stock Market.
and to the bath room, where ho washFRIENDS HEAPED FLOWERS ON the appointment
of committees, etc..
It is generally acknowledged an. oh:
ed himself, and then returned to his
THE GRAVE OF WALTER A. and the nominations
will
not be
room. The walls of the bath room Adams' associates In tli house t'oat
JONES.
reached until some time this afterIn his he was a dealer on the stock market,
were spatitered with blxd.
noon. It is believed in well informed
room he left a note addressed to the and hail been for many years. He had Speelul Correspondence.
circles that
Finery, Jr., of
at times been very successful but hud
bell man reading:
Gallup. N. M.. May 31. The Carbon Hradford, will be nominated f(,r govI'pou the an"Notify H. G. Clement, No. 1326 I, met with reverses.
.Memorial days, ernor, but there are enough who fastreet and also Francis P. Adams. No. nouncement of the death f Adams, City lias seen many
money for the house adjourned,
and few have gone iiuobscri ed, but vor Associate Justice John Stewart
1817 Wallace street.
I Robert Adams, republican, of Philii"ver before have li curat ions be n to make a lively contest probable.
the breakfast bill. You can divide
adelphia, was born In that city Febr- placed on graves In the peaceful cem- Itayard llenry, of Philadelphia .seems
things in the closet."
Gallup's dead lie. as pro- to be the choice for lieutenant govThe Metropolitan club recalled to- uary I'ti, 1MH. He graduated at the etery win-rwhich ernor; Robert K. Young, of Tioga, for
day that yesterday morning Adams L'niversity of Philadelphia. lviy; prac- fusely as the d corations
shrouded be mound
under which audi:or general.
did not act naturally and appeared ticed law five years; member of
during Walter A. Jones, the deceased gov- JOSEPHINE TERRANOVA AC- under some mental strain. He seemed logical survey four years,
sawyer, is buried. Tne
ernment
himself again last niht. and there which time he explored the YellowQUITTED OF MURDER
was nothing to indicate the contem- stone park: member of s:ate senate graves f the nati n's dead were In- Josephine
New York, June
plated suicide.
'1S3 to 1Ss7: United States minister itially decorated with nowers, but mi
was
ac'iui'ted
today
of the
in
Mowers
were
of
none
strewn
these
member of v
Adams was one of the most popular t Brazil, lSS9-lv.iliiantities like those that banked the murder of her aunt, Concetta Heggio.
members of congress and held high congresses inclusive.!
grave of Junes. Though only having
positions on committees. He was also
DIED
New York Money Market.
been in Gallup but a few das, when
prominent socially In the city, was
TODAY IN ALBANY, N. Y.
tragic
1.
New
Money
York,
death.
a
June
most
on tall, overtaken by
Albany, N. Y., .lane L Daniel n!
cloe to the president, and at the beIxxkwxd, well known lawyer and
ginning of the session introduced and strong, at 3t3',i per cent; prime Judging from tae attention his burial
eswas
paper,
highly
attracted, he
championed the "whipping post bill," mercantile
former member of congress, d
55H per cent. Bar place
were
teemed. Suggestive placard
which was recommended by the pres silver, 67c.
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Looking to Peace of World Bailey Introduces Bill For Expulsion Burton of Kansas
by Arbitration and ArmFrom Senate.
ament Reduction.

'

SAD

Senate, He Says.

Roosevelt For

MONSTROUS ATROCITY

Married Lovers Ride Through Madrid in Automobile
out Any Escort to Show Their Confidence
In Spanish Subjects.

FOR THE FAIR

CONFERENCE

m)fJ

ft

at Attack on Life of Two

Whole World Indignant

GETS TROOPS

?

4

'

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Raton, N. M., June 1. An extra freight train of about thirty-sevecars, got away on this side of the tunnel this morning at 2:30
o'clock.
The air brakes refuted to work and th train came down the
mountain at a terrific speed, until about three miles north of Raton,
when the cars commenced to leave the track, until twenty-sevewere piled up in a heap, forty or fifty feet high.
Brakeman John P. Baker was killed, and Fireman George Prank-arwas seriously injured.
Conductor Clenwiller, Engineer F. Roby and Brakemen Talbot
and Somerville saved their lives by jumping.
Wrecking crews are at work on both sides of the wreck, and
will have the road open for traffic by 3 o'clock this afternoon.
Trains No. 3, the limited; Nos. 1 and 7, southbound, will be deliver! several houra in reachlna Albuaueraue.
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OFFICER

Captain L. J. Newell of

the Silver

rnrntmnv or ternuniu
rnt
rank
has been retired with the
jor of Infantry. Major Newell,
count of ill health, was forced
IONI
ta00 tire from active amy.
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One Cent

BANK INSTITUTIONS
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

cn

rely upon It, in we have not failed before, that your
d you
money U not thrown awiy. We have a I no rented hundred of houeee
well
aol d nearly everything we hive adverby ovr went

d,

tised through them.

Persons who have their
filled at our store
need have no fear of substitn-tion- ,
of which so much Is now
le!ng written.
For prescription work we wse
only the finest drugs and chemicals manufactured,
and use
exactly w4iat the physician directs.
are
So many precautions
taken by us that a mistake is
practically Impossible.

Postal
the Western Union
TTf
1 trPWlJlT
i t gr(kph offlcftg or tn D T meaaij.r
r
l
your
boy, and tend
ad with the caah to Th
Cltlxen office, or
Tele--

mm

1

ALBUQUERQUE

....

NEW MEXICO

capiioi snti surplus. $100,000

A

tele-

phone direct, or call, and

tot ad will appear according to your wish.

GOOD POSITIONS WAITINQ
for competent clerical men. The demand for men he
can .iKteutully iMixlie tne various branch?, nl onVa
wiira is uncea&ing. w e neea at once capable Accounta
ants, Bookkeeper, Caahiers, Clerka, 0ilectora,Corre-pondentand Private Secretaries, Other good po.1-tinparing ftxxvf (moi year now open for Salesmen,
Executive and Technical nem also maav deairahle,
opportunities for men having money to invent with
fheir service. Write us y
statinc position desired.

HAPCOODS

(Inc.), Brain Brokers

VI7 thxmlcal Bulldlni, EC Loula

WANTED.
WANTED K
cook at the
Veniome hot'l, at onee.
15.1a
nrrtt-claWAHi
A
tiarser. at
Garrett' sharing parlors, Socorro,
V. M.
WANTEK Wtuiinn to
n eeneral
lKtirwwork. Call at store of F. 9.

test.

NEW OPERATORS FIND GOLD
NUGGETS IN inc.
District Attorney Edmund C.

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secorc it for yoa by a imalt
want ad. In The Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

FOR YOURl
GOOD

JUNE t, 1505.

FRIDAY,

firet-ctaA-

AD- -

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money
On

Co

ALLOWED

INTEREST

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Loan

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE. RECEIPTS, at low as f 10.00 and as bigs
as $200.00. Loans are quickly taaA
vub
Tim:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Good remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tea ns before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
West Railroad Ave.
titPRIVATE
OFFICES.
Open Evenlnp

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

jM'Mqiisqii.Qv JSm

lteg,

ALYARADO PHARMACY
'has leased and bonded tne irou
w
creeK, near i
Placer
on
Placer
Colorado
Avtomatte 183
vu.c
I It. IRIGGS CO.. Prop'rt.
Charles L. Durbin, oi naiun.
development work nas
Bith Phones
First Mid Gold Ave.
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
menced and nuggets of gold areJbehig
Trotter.
in
gravel
washed out of me
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
WANTEE
Experienced
cook.
Small
parts
the claim,
8
family.
7
Apply
between
and
be
time
m
ioii,vto has for the
a
o'clockTp. m. Mrs. J. A. Bnrnard, St.
Two Lots,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
the Pennsylvania ing ceased development work oon - the SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
It looks a
Joseph Sanitarium.
Corner cf
ax. near Red Kiver, ana
railroad had some fine aldermanic
LUNA,
SOLOMON
gecond-hauW. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
President;
WANTED
jjmmuuGentlemen'sSilver and Edith.
Full Set of Teeth
menced work on the maca
material in it.
clothlnfr. No. 615 South First street,
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaMridge, Solo$6.00
Gold Crowns
in the same district.
souUi of viaduct. Send address and CORNER
c. a. t.iiu.uiau u- - Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
$1,00
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Araot, O. E. CromwelL
"Htm is your old friend, Dr. Faker- - J W. Pugh andcourse
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. INSiDE
of development Painless Extracting ....50c
WO
rtriHert nnon a
Jy, getting along? '.
group
Victor
WANTED Position a
"Fakerly? Humph, he a living on work this summer on the
near nea mvei. ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
or ansistant
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.
Underthe fat of the land, if ever any doctor In Tenderfoot gulch,
Beet Location
on
tunnel
stand tentKraphy and can fnrnlfih
Eric Anderson has the
ANTEED.
in the City.
In
River,
typewriter. Address, A. B., this ofthe Black Hawk near Red that the
"Is that so?"
fice.
600 feet, and it la believed
"Yes; he naB an obesity cure.'
PORTERMELD COMPANY.
fifty
next
lead will be cut during the
ny number
WANTED Good men,
(Incorporated.)
"Yes, Indeed," said the old gentle feet of work.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
man to th. president of the street
110 West Gold Avenue.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranAT
railway, "you favor your father in MAN KILLED
teed for three years. Inquire AbraNEWMAN 5 RANCH
more ways than one."
ham's Employment office, 120 Sliver
sheriff's
at
the
work and conveyancing.
Messnces received
"Sh!
The interstate commerce
avenue, under Elite rooming house Notarial
ALBUQUERQUE, N. 1L
B. F. COPP.
station
Newman
commission might begin an investiga office. El Paso, from
12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINO
ROOM
MALE
HELP
shot
WANTED.
stated that a Mexican had ben
tion if it heard that.'
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
fa5
WANTED Branch manager;
and killed by another Mexican near
OCDoara and Dlrectotfx
The
The Senate.
oaeh, weekly. Ldve at 'home. ExNewman's ranch, says the News.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- ELAWYERS.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDB
.
Once upon a May day dreary, while line between Texas and New Mexico
President
perience unneceseary. No canvass
PUBLIC.
M. W. FLOURNOT P.
1 slumbered, weak and weary,
.
Ytee President
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
runs through the Newman ranch, and Room 5, NOTARY Block,
MMM.
Rodey.
8.
Bernard
Albuquerque
Cromwell
McKJSHJ
now
FRANK
emitting
I
was
Cashier
And no doubt
m
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
the finrt message stated that the kill
W. Albuquerue
ATT 0 RN
R. A. FROST
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Assistant Cashier
Ing occurred on the line. A second
and thena gentle snore.
Minn.
all
M.
given
to
Prompt
attention
N.
RAT1SOUK
r.
snoring,
H.
gently
message, received a little later, stated
While I slumbered,
WANTED Good men, any number business pertaining to the profession
suddenly there came a Toaring that the occurence was on the Texas
for rock work; southern Arizona; Will practice in all courts of the terri
.
'
thlrteen-incbguns
pouring, side of the line, in which event E3
Ab of
V. U. DEPOSITORY.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran- tory and befoie toe united Hiate
o'er,
pouring suadn death all
Paso county has jurisdiction over It
years.
Inquire
Abrafor
teed
three
land office.
"Tls an earthquake, sure!" I shouted
At an early hour Judge Marshall
Authorised Capital
ham's Employment offloe, 120 Silver
Ira M. Bona.
as I scrambled for the door.
drove out to (the scene of the tragedy
avenue, under Elite rooming house
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
.
$260,06.M
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW82
street
F
"I am lost forever more!
to hold an Inquest and look into the
i
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR RENT.
case. As there is no telephone com
Depository for Atchison, Topeka at Santa Fe Railway Company
Out into the street I bounded, startled munication between the city and the
in lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
Iiouho
IXR RENT Three-rooFrightened, aye, dumbfounded Newman ranch, no details concerning
Highlands,
$12 per month. Ad- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
the
Thinking buildings, towers and the shooting could be obtained. The Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
R. W. U. Bryan.
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
Return. Ticket on tale June
ateepks o'er my puny form messages received at the sheriff's of
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
rooms and
FOR RENT Furnished
1, 2, 3 and 4. Rate
would pour.
que,
M.
N.
oince, First muonai
flee gave no names, so no information
413
rooms for light housekeeping.
There I saw an old man sitting on was nvailaiile except the bare fact
Bank building.
SG3 05
South Third street.
the curb with ibreezes flitting
killing had taken place.
E. W. Dobaon.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
rooms
Pleasant
FOR
for
RENT
front
Through Ibis tangled hirsute knit that the
Call at Ticket Office for full par
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
524
housekeeping.
Rent
reasonable.
ting "Sir!" 1 cried, "What' HENRY CUNIFFE, OF LAS
ticulars.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
well
block,
West Railroad avenue.
this uproar?"
CRUCES. ROBBED IN EL PASO,
AT THE
j
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
S
DENTI8T6.
Henry Cuniffe, a man who came to
And he said, "They'are yelling liar
FOR REN i A cool, pleasant front
peo
down there on the senate floor, E3 Paso a few days ago from Las Cru- Toom on ground floor. No sick
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Only that and nothing more' cerf, Is at police headquarters
ple need apply. 301 North Second
with GIRL'S NOVEL PLAN
Dental Surgeon.
General Bell wants taller officers a badly bruised head and face, says
opposite? lire station.
street,
TO AVOID WORK
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
for the anny. Cost of living made the El Paso News. Cuniffe claims
Nice
RENT
FOR
furnlisheu
rooms.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
to have been knocked down and rob
the present bunch, suort.
with electric lighu ' and bath, for Both 'phones. Appointments made by
bed by two Mexicans on Seventh SET FIRE TO MESA, ARIZ., HOME
light
housekeeping
sleeping
and
mall.
Is Over HI Head.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
street.
He says that he was in
purposes.
Inquire at corner of
SEVERAL TIMES IN ONE DAY,
(By Slobbert W. Jambers.)
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Seventh street saloon, when he was
avenue
trtreet
Railroad
and
Fourth
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
Office
Mr. S&arp, Chaser of Lost Persons approached by the men who enticed
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
sat in his office, studying the facta in 'him from the building, and after go- George S. Irwin, editor of the-- Mesa Over hardware store.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
to
two
Cottage flats of
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
p. m. to o p. m. Telephone 4tz. ap
the celebrated case of the missing ing a short distance they knocked him Free Press, and his family, had an ex' FOR RENT
four rooms, nicely furnished for polntments made by mall
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
irl of the celebrated Floradora sextet, down and took what money be had citing experience with, several fires in
Very
housekeeping,
$10 and $12.
when he was interrupted by his sixth His losrf. he says, is somewhere be their dwelling and it is remarkable
PHYSICIANS.
cheap for the summer, or will board
DIRECTORS.
assistant private secretary, bearing tween $7 and $10. Two Mexicans that the home was not destroyed
8
by the week or month very reasonthe card of Van Dyke Beard.
giving their names as Frederico says the Phoenix Gazette. Several
HUST,
L.
R.
DR.
O.
WM.
MARRON.
N.
FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
524
John
able. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
"Admit him at once." said the Ortiz and Louis Leroy, were arrested fires were discovered In the kitchen
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
street, eat end of viaduct.
X
Ctoaser. "He may be a Pittsburg and taken to the police station, where at different times of the day, all of
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
FOR SALE.
steel man and a dollar In the band they are being held pending an in mysterious origin, and it was not un
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgh- teat a purse full of promises."
vestigation.
Cuniffe says he could til late in the afternoon that an ex FOR SALE Chiel National rante; Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
Van Dyke Beard tm one man in
recognize one of the men as a party planatlon of the cause of the blazes
used seven months. 608 East iron micide. Treatments given eacn oay
million. In fact, he was one man in to the assault, but does not think was forthcoming.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
avenue.
This explanation was found in the FOR SALE A handsome Hardman In attendance. Both 'phones.
60,000,000, and one man in even half the other man was concerned in it
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1171
deep antipathy that a Mexican serva million millions. By no possibility
OH. W. G. 8HADRACH,
piano, In fine condition and almost
Mia&i Nellie Sweet, who graduated ant girl entertained for work.
The
could he have been two men in any
bargain.
new,
parties
a
For
at
Practice limited to Eye, Ear. Nose
number of millions. The Chaser no this year from the norma! department girl wanted ta jump her job, but her
lars, call at thla office.
and Throat
ticed in a glance the magnificent fig of the University, has secured a posi mother was evidently In need of the FOR SALE
firtl-cmsr
double-baA
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
ure, the dark, curly hair, the clear tion in the Santa Rosa public school money, and insisted on her continunew
shotgun;
reled,
bran
West Railroad
lines. Office. 813
cut features, the dark lines under the the duties of which she will take upin ing in the position of cook for the
never has been used; one of th avenue.
September.
eyes.
Irwins.
of
The
Citizen
best makes. Call at
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
desperation to experience a
In
"Pray be seated, Mr. Beard," said
See for particulars.
"My dear sir." said tile art expert periodher rest,
p. n
of
occurred to the
it
the Chaser. "Let me diagaose your who
had been called in to examine it
house,
case. You are in love."
UNDERTAKER.
that if the: house was to iburn FOR SALE A seven-rooag far as it
newly painted, all modern con
1 am "the picture is very good
"Mo," declared Mr. Beard,
down her work would end, and she imCarries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
goes, but it ibn t done."
'
Colo. Red 115.
venhences, with six lots, trees and Auto, 'phone 316.
to .accomplish
mediately
aliout
not. I am married ah. that is ab
set
In the Sout'flweat.
"Oh, that's nothing," retorted the this end.
'shrubbery.
A. B0RDER8.
A snap to any one look
yes, of course, I am in love. But
may
cheerful
millionaire.
be
not
Building.
"It
Black
ing
M.
Wilkinson,
Commercial
C.
Club
for
a
home.
my
in
walls
any
on
require
poured
kerosene
the
assistance
She
do not
but I have been."
and white hearse, $5.
Wool Scouring mills.
AND
love affairs, 1 mean."
of the kitchen several times and then
of
"Strange," observed the Cnaser
set: fire to the fluid.
FOR SALE My general merchandise
ARCHITECTS.
courage
Each time, however, her
business located four miles from
Lost Persons, "I would have staked
RAILI DAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
would fail her and ihe would set up a
ny reputation on their 1elng a worn
Bclen. A rare chance for some one
exford, rooms 4647, Barnett building
cry of fire and the family would
to step into a nice money-makin- g
an in the case.
Albuquerque.. N. M. Both 'phones.
tinguish the flames.
business. Will bear full Investiga
"There is."
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
At length suspicion was aroused,
"I knew it. As I said "before, you
SAVE TROUBLE AND EXPENSE,
LAND MATTERS.
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N
are in love."
and on the origin of the flames "being
H. W. 8. Otero.
Mex.
discovered the girl gained her desire
"And I repeat that I am not. The
signs you nee are uhone of hunger,
Dnlted States Court Commissioner,
and was "fired." thereby gaining free FOR SALE A large mercantile busi703
worry, anger and despair possibly of
dom from further work for the vres
West Silver avenue. Will attend
ness, enjoying a most excellent
As well as sickness and possibly
dyspepsia."
ent at least.
trade, and controlling business for to matters before the land office
of life, by having defective plumbing
He hesitated.
a large scope of country; or will
CIVIL ENGINEER.
taken out and up to date sanitary
Unknown Friends.
"Proceed." said the Chaser. "Your
pell half. Can engage in the sheep
plumbing put into your home. We'll
have
many
who
people
are
There
case grows more interesting every
J. R. Farwell,
and cattle business; also gristmill.
fit you up a model bath room, with
Colic, Cholera
used Chamberlain's
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
minute."
Good bargain for some energetic
gas
heating attachment for hot water,
splendid
Remedy
witu
Diarrhoea
and
"Up to two months ago I was a
man with from $G,000 to $8,000 to
reasonable cost.
a
NOTARY PUBLIC
at
because
unknown
who
results,
but
are
happy man.
Occasionally I xrl-enceinvest. Call at Tu Citizen office
carry the finest line of garden
We
a
giving
about
thev
hesitated
have
trouble after my marriage,
Thos. K. D. Middtson,
frc particulars.
bote in the city.
for
testimonial of their experience
minor things that every man most
117
W.
B.
Wast
Office
with
Childers.
publication. These people, 'however, FOR SALE Stock and Umber ranch;
rperience. A bank in which I had
Gold avenue.
about 700 acre fenced; 30 head of
are nrne the lesn friends of this remVjO.000
every cent I owned went to
3 horsee; wagons, tools and
cattle,
toward
VETERNINARIAN.
much
txlv.
Thev
have
done
pieces; then the trust drove my busifarming implements.
Two
making it a household word by their
Standard Keating & Plumbing Co.
ness to the wall, but I was not disOnly
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
houses, liara, and large corral.
personal recommendations to friends
couraged
After each little misforOffice,
424
street.
North Second
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Auto phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
:iU neighliora.
It is a good medicine
tune 1 faced the world without a
Plenty of Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
government roservatlon.
to have in tLo home and is widely
am worth more
tremble, and today
terms,
Auto.,
747.
'phone,
Residence
water. Price. $4,000. Eaey
known for Its cures of diarrhoea andin mere money, ijan ever lefore.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers, '"CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
all forms of bowel trouble. For HaltBut but "
l!12 Wnst Gold avenue.
by all druggists.
PURE
He was on the point of breaking
A. L. Morgan.
o
FOR SALE Two sets ol 6nelvlng,
AMD CHIC AGO LUMBER
down.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
ninetv feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT BUILDING PAPER
"Courage, my boy; courage," said
Always in
pre
20'J West Railroad avenue, la
counter, TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
couutiTs: one thirty-foo- t
s
1he Chawr, kindly.
covers unne, "KS ml.
Imo -- ame.nl.
I.lautor
cheerfully furnished; job work solicthorough scalp treat
pared
to
Call ut F. F. Trotter's.
give
longest, niota economiacl, full
"Two months ago wr cook (juit,
ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
nient. do hair dressing, treat corns
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
LOST.
measure.
and I want you "
911 North
Second street, Albuquer
bunions and InerowlukT nails. She
"Find her. Easiest thing in the
IN THE
gives massace treatment and manlcur 1.UST s.inbursL pin, net with pearl que, N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
world," interrupted the Chaser.
HMu
mall diamond in center.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
BEAUTY
"No, curse her ; not r find her. 1
CULTURE.
tu Highland Pharmacy and t
of complexion oream builds up the
would rather do the cooking
reward.
skin and Improves the complexion,
than to take her back. But I do
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
and is guaranteed not to be injurl
M .
Ft liavard. N.
May U. 1H'..
want you to find a new cook for nie."
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
!".! liioiMMtals in triplicate for fur(This story ends right here, as
Late of New York City.
that cures and prevents dandruff and nishit.t material and constructinc
Will do more Cleaning, more
1here is no way m earth by which
The latest scientific appliances and
'aair falling out; rstores life to dead i;iir; I'.uildlng here will be received
tlbe plot can be worked out to show
Shining, do it Better, with
hair; removes moles, warts and su- tint f . ;:. m., June 14, 1906. and then up to date methods for treating the
that the Chaser found a new cook, and less Labor, and Wear on the
face, buir and scalp, complexion
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
0!K !
furnished on steaming
Information
the author does not wish to show
and bleaching, manicuring
Hands than any other artifreckle cure and pimple cure and pile 3.;v
S. reserves the right
' ti.
I'.
Utiarp's humiliiatJot in bit failure.)
cure. All of these preparations are to in . ;tt or reject, any or all pro ami shampooing.
cle Costing Double its Price.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Maspurely vegetable compounds. Have p Mi's or any
nrt theroof
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
If your dealer tiaant "
Electric
Hair Dryjust adtkd a vibraror machine for
containing proposals should sage;
Trouble.
g
Boras, take no .ubatituta. Writ
treatment of scalp, face end cure of In- i.ilorst'd, "lroof;alH for Dairy er; Radio Bell, one of the latest- scienof
cents giving dealer' namcart
fr. M. F. Borrougbs. an old and
sva will mail vou a fackaga and include
wrinkles. It is also used for rheuma- i; i'liii'." and adili'csscd to Capt. S. tific discoveries in the treatment
well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
tllastrated IVioklct. Address, PACIFIC
the skin by colored light rays and
tism, pains and massage.
nays: "I regard Chamberlain' Colic,
r Vi'ia. Qmr.
COAST DOKAi. CO , Chicago. 111.
beat.
t
i
Ouolera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
you do
35 and 3fi, HARNETT BLDG
If your stoniHcn trouble
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
S&S&'Jt N'f. AND WOMEN. SUITE
not conclude iiiat there is no cure, for
Auto 'phone 726.
11
I aiake this statement
after having
1i8rfai.ri:.,tjlli.itiuii.tiuii.
la great many have bet-- permanently
AND
in my family for sev'
used t'ao reme-dSHAMPOOING
AND MASSAGE.
or
uiifBi
uicrftUufta
Ja
u.utiuts
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
t auifltwrU
DiemhrMnaa
of
til
eral years. I am never without it."
I MiafVa.
BORAX SOAP
Liver ial.le;s. Get a free sample at
rmillM, nd out MlriU
Shampooing and facial massage;
This remedy is almost mre U be
any drug store and give them a irial.
will t;ive irentnwnl at home or at of0l',
uoedod before the summer Is over.
CisCKIUTI.0
MroanUla,
bllFt23
Savst Hands, Clothes and Labor
They also cure c. nstipation and
Mrs. M.
""
Ii'sio wraiipsr. floe. Room 19, Elite bou-1buy It uow, ami be tprepurtMl
Ca.a.
Why
llMlnllt-KS- .
saprrM, trvDaiil. lur F. Hreen.
All (trocars
or such an emergency? For sale by
$i.T6.
yH $1ttr .00. ur t-bottl
- w.
all drufgirti.
Uriug rewultK.
Citizt-Crtkeu WttfH ads brlug rtssulU.
Waut
lK)tt
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WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
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FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS
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NATIVE
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FRIDAY, JUNE
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1, 1906.'

American League.
first game

Ait Dcrtxoit
LWWOtt

Batteries

2

KJ Han

Walsh and Sullivan.
Second game

Detroit

and

:

4

4
i

l!

1

S.ni'.dt;

R. H. E.
i;
o

n

,

Chicago
4 id
l
Batteries Siever and Warner; Patterson, Altrock and Sullivan.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Cleveland
3 12 1
4 13 2
St Louis
Batteries Townsend,
Hess
and
dark: Smith and Spencer.
A.t Boston
R. H. B.
Washington
9 3 2
2
1
5
Boston
Batteries Faikenburg and Wakefield: Young, Hughes, Peterean
and
Tannehill.
R. H. E.
At New York
3 8 2
Philadelphia
7 10 1
New York
Powers;
and
Batteries Dygert
Griffith and McGulre.

You can take immediate possession. The rent money you
can save will pay all of the installments. If you intend to invest, do it MOW; it will mean much for you. Values are
sure to advance as soon as construction work begins on the
NEW ELECTRIC CAR LINE TO THE UNIVERSITY.

National League.

Pittsburg
Pittsburg

R. H. E.

At

3

7

1

0 4 1
St. Louis
(Batteries Leever and Gibson;
Egan and McCarthy.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
Boston
0 3 2
1
3 1
Brooklyn
Batteries Dorner and Needham;
Ea.son and Rltter.
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
3 9 5
Cincinnati
8 10 0
Chicago
Batteries Chech and Schlei; Brown
and Moran.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
6 3
1
New York

Philadelphia

5 11

;

$5

Only

down.

$5 a month.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEOFT CO.
President

H. B. FERGUSSON,

2

5

M. W. FLOURNOY,

Vice-Pre- s.

and Treas.

D. K. B. SELLERS,

Columbus-Colum- bus

2

Louisville
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Milwaukee
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis-Toled-

No Interest

Free Automobile Ride to and from the Property.

American Association.

At

$25 to $150.

CALL AT THE OFFICE.

At Minneapolis

Minneapolis
St. Paul

Lots,

50-fo- ot

0

McGlnnlty and
Plttinger and Dooln.
Western League.
R. H.E.
At Sioux City
3 9 4
Sioux City
4 9 0
Omaha
Batteries Lindsay
and Freese;
Dodge and Goading.
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
9 12 0
Dt Moines
2 5 2
Lincoln
Towne;
and
Batteries Manske
Harmon and Rogers.
R. H.E.
At Denver
6 9 6
Denver
5
9 1
Pueblo
Batteries Morgan and Zalusky.
Batteries

Bower-man-
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OFFICE:

3

I

1

9 South Second Street

Secretary

In the Fttst National Bank Building

6
4

game

o

positpon-en-

;

wet grounds.

RATHBURN

HAS
A BAD OFF DAY

BROWNS WILL PLAY AT SANTA
FE ON JUNE 10 LAS VEGAS
AND EL PASO FALL DOWN ON

FIRELESS COOKER S0LYES
SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
GREAT DOMESTIC PROBLEM 2

BASE BALL.

The Champion Sole

I

Rathburn has a bad off day while
playing with Leavenworth at Wichita,
Kansas. A pispatch to the Kansas
City Times says: "The five errors
were
charged against the visitors
made by Rathburn at third." Nash
won the game for WJichtta by a score
of 12 to 4.

ALL-DA-

DRUDGERY

OVER

HOT STOVES TO PREPARE HUB3Y'S
OF THE PAST NEW
METHOD
GIVES

Faywood

DINNER. A THING
GREATER LIBERTY TO WOMEN.

E. P. TURNER TAKING NEW
VIEWS OF TEXAS FOR T. & P,
passenger
E. P. Turner, general
agent of the Texas & Pacific, is now

in west Texas, accompanied by a photographer, with the avowed intention
of securing photographs that will show
any doubting Thomas on earth that
west Texas is not a wilderness, but a

country blooming with crops where
once the cattle held full possession.
Mr. Turner says much of the Improvement in that section of the state
has come within the past two years
and that when these photographs are!
printed some people will be surprised.
The intention is to get out an illustrated folder showing the development
of that part of the state.

EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

The nest game the Browns have
scheduled will be played at Santa Fe
on Sunday. June 10. On account of a
new regime at the Brothers' school
at Santa Fe, Sunday games have been
forbidden on the grounds where the
former games have been played. For
this reason the Santa Fe team has to
provide other grounds. These grounds
are .being laid out and will be ready
by a week from Sunday.
Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
and the Philippines, health was the
most important consideration. Willis
T. Morgan, retired Commissary Sergeant U. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
Ooncord. N. 11.. says: "I was two
years in Cuba and two years in the
Philippines, and being subject to
colds, I took Dr. King s New Discov
ery for Consumption, which kept me
in perfect healtn. And now in New
Hampshire, we find it the best medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
(bronchial troubles and all lung diseases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
Price 50c and Ji. Trial bottle free.

Sewing Machine

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

This

CURES INDIGESTION.

Machine Sews a

CURES DROPSY.

r

m

l

he

hrdejv
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n
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Special Correspondence:
Kansas City, Mo., June 1. The
dawn of happier days Is In sight for
pater families and the doom of the
warm-u- p
supper has been sounded.
The United States army has Instituted
and
the women's
clubs
throughout the country have Indorsed a reform in cooking.
It's a great scheme, this fireless
cooker. Logically carried to Its
conclusion, its development means
that Mrs. Housekeeper may sally
forth, to the parliamentary at 2 p. m.,
wrestle with Robert's rules of order
for hours and then return unhampered by fears that Mr. H. will tear a
section off the roof when he comes
home at 6 and finds a lot of Kalter
Aufschnitt and last night's
dinner
meagerly disguised as his menu for
the evening meal.
"Feed the brute," says the divorce
evil experts, and experiments have
shown that Mrs. Housekeper now has
at her command a method to accomplish this without devoting the whole
of the afternoon to domestic drudgery.
It's simplicity Itself. Mrs. Housekeeper prepares her roast and puts
it in the oven, say, at 1 o'clock. She
lets It get started well on its roasting process. Then she heats her
vegetables, takes the roast, pan and
all, and puts it in the fireless cooker
out on the back porch maybe, clamps

Death From Lockjaw
Never follows an injury dressed with
HiK'.;lin's Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic and healing propertied prevent
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, merN. Y..
chant, of Rensslaersville,
writes: "It cured Seth Uurch, of
this place, of the ugliest sore on his "SCOTTY" DISAPPEARS;
neci. I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
COMPANY STRANDED.
Hums ami Sorts. 2oc, at all drugWalter Scott, of Death Valley fame,
gets.
is in trouble, according
to advices
o
A. I.. Clarke, who operated on one from Chicago. It Is alleged that his
Is
show
stranded there, and that
of The Evening Citizen's Mergen-thalerseveral years ago. passed "Scotty' has disappeared, leaving the
members of his company unpaid for
thrjjgh the city yesterday from J jus their
services. It is said that Charles
Angeles, en route to Cincinnati.
A. Taylor, who wrote "Scotty's" play
and managed Its production, left him
in St. Ijcuis. Since that time the
miner tried to run things himself, but
seemingly without success. He closed
a week's engagement at th Alhamhra
theater Saturday nisht. Mrs. Scott,,
the mule "Slim," and "Scotty's" dog
were left behind in the flight.
N'
iu:'.vrt;iin!v ; no lun.ir waiting lor
rcsuUs. Apply Hasan's Majjnolia Italm
If you knew
value of
to yoi;r i'.icc ami you'll have a smooth, Iain's Salve, youthewould neverChamber-to
.
jliiiisli i
It is a delicately be without it. Here are somewish
nt the!
pi riUMK-.liquid which puts youthful diseases for which It Is especially
val- beauty where si'tis of nt'c Uyln to
liable; sore nipples, chapped uamls,
Ciec.rs ilie skin t' trccUcs, pimburns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic;
ple. ; uiiowness and other blemishes.
sore eyes, itching plies, salt rheum
ecrema. Price 20c per box. For
sale by all druggists.

if i ley

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

coohiProNF
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Pair Half -- Soles

FIRST

in Two Minutes,

i

FAYWOOD,

Se Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

Wonderful

down the lid, done her reception
gown and goes to the club.
At 5:30 she is back home.
The
table is set and by the time the
operation is finished, in comes the
lord and the master. Dinner is all
ready. The vegetables are ail done
to a turn and a roast of beef, juicier
and tenderer than ever before, is
produced steaming hot.
This is no dream. Under far more
rigorous conditions It has been done
time and again. Capt. M. S. Murray,
United States commissary officer at
Fort Riley, Kansas, is the fireless
Light rig leaves city for the springs
cooking expert of the army.
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
The fireless cooker at present is an very Monday and Wednesday.
Only first clats house at the Springs.
wooden box, separated
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
J. B. BLOCK.
Into as many as six compartments
Friday
through
day.
one
Only
in
Proprietor
pamade of asbestos and a special
per. Kach closes hermetically, and line with change of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
a big lid covers all. Experiments
&
have demonstrated that well heated
food, placed in it, loses its heat only
at the rate of five degrees an hour,
the flavor is retained and there is no
A. C. Billcke and
HOLLENBECK
decrease in weight.
Capt. Murray Aolll cornbeef 15
John S. Mitchell
HOTEL
AND CAFfc,
minutes, cabbage five minutes, bean
Invite their friends to make
soup 10 minutes and potatoes five
better than ever.
New Mexico headminutes, until each was apiroxf-niatelquarters at
of 212 degrees temperature,
ljoca'ion convenient end
put them in the fireless cooker, loadTHE HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
New Mexicans spended it on a wagon, drove it around in
Lot Angelea, Cat.
ing the summer on tile beaches
the open air three hours and then
Your friendship and patronage
are welcome to feel at home in
took out the food and found it perjur hotel when visiting Los Anla appreciated.
Courtesy
fectly cooked.
geles.
and attention to guests
la a pleasure
All rte;t and beach line cars
INDICTMENTS FOR
to us.
stop at the ll'illi'Ubeck door.
OPENING ON SUNDAY
The l,una county grand Jury, which
has been In session at Deming the
past week, has made its report and
has been discharged by Judge Frank
W. I"arker. Twenty-fou- r
indictments
Albuquerque Business College.
were found by the grand Jury, most
OPENS
of which were against the baloon men
Monday, June 4, 1906.
who have been violating the Sunday
law by keeping their places open on Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
Sunday. The saloons must hereafter
$10.00 for ten weeka.
remain closed up tight on Sundays,
Ceo. S. Ramaey
likewise the dry goods stores, which Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Proprietress
Manager
have been keeping open until noon,
410 West Railroad Ave.
as the Sunday law will be rigidly

for

We

Charge Only

ocooooooo

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

x

which

75 c

X

iron-bou-

L. Trimble

Co., Agents, Albuquerque. 218 S. Second
Street
Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Opposite Postoffice
Automatic Phone, 292.

y

Summer School Tirand

s

A way
to look Young.

Central Hotel

OOOOOOCOOCXDOOO

A" Alarming Situation
Frequently results from neglect of
clogged bowels and torpid liver, until

)nii'!i-xioii-

l

j

j

SCREEN TIME
a

her.

-

.

and Window
made to order.

Door

screens
constipation uecomes chronic. This
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
condition is unknown to those w ho
use Dr. King s New Life Hlls, the
OOOCOCXXXXXOCXXXXOCOOCXX
best and gentlest regulators of Stom-anIf you want results In advertising
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
druggists. Price 25c.

Large.

.lry Rooms.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

Prces Very

MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE.

Proprietor.

BORRADAILE

& CO..

117 Gold Avenue

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

oooocoxxoxxoxxoxxooocoo

Wirele9 Whisperings
Through Upper Ether

Publlebed DHy and WMkly

By

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE
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Bualnesa Manager

President

Heed oft Las Vegas
SanaJorlum

will
Daily Optic: The National Fraternal
Phelps-Dodg- e
railroad
Vegas.
The
mean much for Laa
Ve-grdll mean still more. The good to be done by the Lnfl
sucreservoir cannot be easily overestimated. The
cess of the dry farming experiments will bring hundreds
of farmers to people her wste lands. But Las Vegas
could give up all these enterprises and throw In a few
IoUticlans for the sake of securing absolute harmony
a'nd a large public spirit among her
hearty

"All the far flung Isla'ndn of 1he Pacific will soon be
bound together with the Invisble chains of wireless teleg-

x

x x

x- -x

-- x

x

x- -x

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

FRIDAY,

JUNE

1,

1906.

X
H

J,

Our Ten Dollar Suits

I

M

ix-x---

xf the Woodmen's CirThe ladle
cle are requested to meet at. Odd
Fellows' hall tins evening at 7:46
o'clock.
There will be a meeting of the W.
C. T. U. tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. David
Stewart, No. 307 Bast Coal avenue.

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar

Bill ever bought. Many
a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."

raphy," writes J. Mayne Baltimore in Technical World
Magazine for June. "From tallTowers, already standing
on the top of a California mountain an electric current of
I
unprecedented voltage will flash signals which may be
There will be & regular meeting of
heard not only In Hawaii and far off Somoa, but even on Adah
chapter No 6. O. B. S., this evthe eastern shores of Japan and the Phllllplnes; while at ening at 8 o'clock. Vis. vors cordially
We don't do much blowing about
the same llime, ehips moving like atoms across the face invited. By order of the worthy maIt will alto bring him back when ha
of the water, may keep in constant touch with land.
tron. Laura Fluke, secretary.
want another tuit at a medium price.
"Cheap Cloth't," but we can give a
"Rising 300 ftet into the air, the two great towers
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
K. Warren post. No. 6, G. A. R.,
man a suit for Ten Dollar that will
have JtiFt been placed in position on the very crest of willG. hold
regular meeting tomorof theie euita la right In every detail.
its
citizens.
Mount Taraalpals, in Main county, California, about row evening, June 2, In I. O, O. F.
do more than he'll expect it to cfo, and
We guarantee It and that alway
lids
These
within
the
above,
Francisco.
line
an
on
north
of
San
the
twelve
air
miles
nothing
than
Is
truer
There
hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting comrades
mean here
Meadow
into
were
hoisted
for
and
constructed
gigantic
the
much
towers
two
are cordially Invited to meet with us.
of the Bible. Nature has done
City; but man has well nigh undone nature's lavish ef- - position by the Pacific Wireless Telegraph company, and W. W. McDonald, Adjutant. J. G.
forts. For vears. the etrife, contention, bickenlngs, jeal- are to be used in connection with its great Oriental and Caldwell, Post Commander.
MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
micv onnvit v and trcmn miTDoses of the two towns of Pacific coast system.
There was a 'egular meeting of the
sea
against
fee;
above
2.fi00
more
towers
are
composed,
have done
"The bases of the
which Las Vegas Is
John A. xyigan Circle, No. 1, Ladles
the erowth of each part, and of necessity against the! level, and are only a few miles from the ocean. From the of the Grand Army of the Repute,
whole place, than kind nature has done or can do the long line of glittering breakers, the apexes of the towers held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at
rise 2,900 feet; and they can 1e distinctly seen for a ra- the home of Mrs. Maynard, 309 East
place good.
PerhapB there Gold avenue, at which time a large
The present condition of that cilty Is deplorable, dius of fifteen miles in clear weather.
umirfr of the members were present
reached exclusively through the blind Jealousy and dead, are no taller wireless itowero in the world, and certainly
Important business was trans- and
level.
sea
the
the
position
above
of
lofty
occupying
west
and
so
aide
a
none
toward
the
(hatred
east
side
of the
ly
ctefl.
enorsee
will
have
the
wrorld
be
used
which
will
"The current
west side toward the east side. What does yie
there? Two towns incorporated as Las Vegas Town of mous potential of 5,000,000 volts and will throw a spark
Fine Goth in g and
Fine Clothing tai
Las Vegas, City of Las Vegas and the two built closely fifteen feet long."
Furnishings
man
an
active
which
only
by
stream
a
Furnishing!
.together, separated
AT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
can Jump across durisg almost the entire year.
But worse still, they are again to have two potofflces
The Atlantic De Forest Wireless Telegraph company,
WOOL
STOCK - MONEY
ME Al
of the town probably three-fourtThe
system is used by the government at Ms station at
whose
old
as
Vegas
of
Las
must have Its postofflce called East
Cape Henry near Norfolk. Va., is installing a plant at
says the department; though both banks, Santa Fe sta- Norfolk prior to erecting a tower and operating plant on
Spelter.
St. Louis
Mo., June i. Spelter,
tion, telegraph offces, Harvey hotel, express office and the grounds of the Jamestown exposition. The station at
0
every business' house in that part of the itown ten in Norfolk will be In charge of R. H. Armstrong, southern O.'.HI.
number to every one on the other side though all these manager of the system. The apparatus is being installed
Lead and Copper..
are known and addressed as at Las Vegas, and their busi- In the tallest skyscraper in the city from the roof of
0
Nfw York, June L Lad, quiet, at 0'
ness stationery Is all thus printed, yet must the old town which a pole one hundred feet high rises far above all i.755.95; copper, $18.7519.
addressed
so
mail
ithe
Vegas
and all
office be called Las
other eminences. The Baltimore station is going up simSt. Louis Wool Market.
0
must go to the old town, before it can be gotten by the ultaneously and wireless1 communication will be immeSt. Louis, Mo., June 1. Wool
panties Intended. Suppose all mail addressed Albuquermutual
diately established with that city. This will be of
et steady and unchanged.
que had to be sent to Old Albuquerque, and only that benefit to Baltimore and Norfolk on account of the im0
addresscome
to
could be delivered iere which happened
Chicago Live Stock.
mense shipping Interests of loth cities.
Chicago, June 1. Cattle Receipts.
ed to New Albuquerque.
The system installed at Cape Henry has been a valumarket steady to strong:
0
Such is the condition at Las Vegas, and nothing-sanator- ium, able aid to the government for many months and has a 000;
dry farming, government irrigation or an- record of complete communication for 1,000 miles. Mar- beeves, $4.Zfi; cows and heifers, $l.t5
Blockers and feeders, $2.80
X- -X
X X-- X-X
other railroad will make the town prosperous, until they velous and almost miraculous as It seems at present the Wo.lO;
X X X x- -x
0
.75;
Texans, $3.704.4o;
calves
Bet together, bury their enmitiies, have one incorporation science of aerography ie yet In its Infancy. A curious
5.507.2o.
for
one
man
together
n3
work
postoffice.
one
and
and
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; market is
instance of the future possibilities of wireless message-seendin0
the prosperity one the'one place.
teady; sheep, $4.60,6; lambs, $5.25
was observed at Cape Henry when the operators
ti.b'o.
the
C.
Johnston,
chairman
of
request
Brooks
of
at the
It-Maboard of governors of the Jamestown exposition, was
0
New York Stock Market.
up the steamship Memphis at sea and offer
New York, June 1. Following were
Senator Newlands has some grand ideas concerning trying to pick
'invitation to C. G. Galbralth, general manager of the losing prices:
the consolidation and expansion of the transportation an
0
De
Forest system, who was on loard, to Install his ap- Atchison, common
89
were
senator
country.
of
views
These
the
systems of this
preferred
Mr.
102
Atchison,
exposition.
John
paratus
While
at
Jamestown
the
a
Bet forth in a speech before the body of which he is
139
ston's message was being flashed oceanward from the top New York Central
0
member, on May 24, 194)6. He said:
Pennsylvania
1334
of the lofty pole, a gentleman who was using his tele
I hope to see the time, Mr. President, when the trans,.
6
Southern
Pacific
neighborhood and who anderstood the code
portation of the country will be unified and simplified un- phone in the
.150
Union r'acific, common
0
received and understood every word of the message. Union pacific, preferred
der national law, when we shall have a rational rule pro- used,
message
the
air
for
special
flashed
into
ft
Thus
the
the
. .108
Amalgamated Copper ...
viding for the taxing of all these corporations, one which
ad-vertisin- g.
up on an ordinary telephone by a U. S. Steel, common .
picked
Memphis
was
. 41
the
of
0
discretion
judgment
or
to
nothing
the
will leave
who happened to be familiar with the
S. Steel, preferred ...
.105ife
taxing officials. I trust we shajl have a national incor- casualin listener
ft
use.
poration act which will provide for ithe valuation of these code
Provisions.
0
message
flashed
scarcely
been
Mr.
had
Johnstons
i
roads and for a fair return upon that valuation. I hope
Chicago, June 1. Following were
following
train
reply
came
to
when
the
Into
ether
ft
the
the
revaluation,
and
closing
taxation,,
come
prices:
when
that the time will
X- -J
of the listening operator:
M X- -X X X -x-x
Sep.
Wheat July,
80c;
turn wiil be so mathematically adjusted under fair rules ed ear
"Steamship Memphis, at Sea, May 18. C. Brooks John temlier, 79
prescribed by congress that corporaltions will not be com1
:
Corn 49Vil&49';sc; September, 49.i
pelled to stay in politics in order to save their property ston
1 thank
3000
0
49Vgc.
aerogram
you for kind inreceived.
men's
"Your
pairs
fine
shoes
power
crushing
taxation
of
from what they regard aa the
September,
July,
333ic;
Oats
exposition
ft
participate
in
Jamestown
Will
vitation.
the
beand regulation, the upper and the nether millstones
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
up promptly on arrival in New York. 31c. .
0
tween which Ithey fear that railroad property may bq Shall take matter
Pork..July, $16.80; September
ft
ground to destruction. I hope to see Beven or eight great Wish to thank you a well for kindly Interest taken in our 116.00.
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
railway systems In this country nationalized, Just as our behalf.
Lard July, $8.60; September, $8.75
0
"C. C. Galbralth.'
Ribs juiy, $9.15; September, $9.10
banks have been nationalized. I hope to see a corporation
When the De Forest system shall have been duly in
ft
system,
the
shoes.
Central
Tork
New
will
the
embrace
that
Kansa City Live Stock.
Pacific, (stretch- stalled at the Jamestown exposition grounds, Norfolk and
Northern
the
Great Northern railway, and
0
1.
Ma.,
City,
Kansas
June
Cattb
'
ing from ocean to ocean. I hope to see the Pennsylvania vicinity will possess three of these wonderful plants. The Receipts, 1,500, including 400 south
very
ft
kept
exposition!
will
be
grounds
one
at
doubtless
the
railroad united with the Union Pacific and the Central
native steers
Hampton ems; market steady; steers,
0
Pacific and stretching from ocean to opeari. Mope tb busy during the currency of the celebration, as
$3.50
southern
$4.255.60;
see the Baltimore & Ohio railroad united with the At- Roads will be dotted with representative warships of the 4.80; southern cows, $2.504; native
ft
chison, Topeka & Santa railroad, stretching from ocean to navies of the world, all of which will be equipped with cows, $2.50 515; stockers and feed
with
to
communicate
apparatus
enabled
ers,
and
thus
wireless
bulls,
$3.254.8tr;
0
$2.504.25;
ocean. I hope to see the great Southern railroad united
calves, $36.25; western fed stters
ait any minute. The service will prove Invalu
ft
with the Southern Pacific system at New Orleans and the shore
$2.oO(f?
$3.75
cows,
stretching from ocean to ocean. I hope to see three or able in. he arrangement, of fetes and maneuvers andtheit 4.00. 5.25; western fed
0
adjunct
of
functions
social
pleasant
to
the
will
be
a
more great systems stretching from the Great Lakes to
Sheep Receipts, 2,000; market was
,
ft
the Gulf. I hope to see each one of those systems not naval rendezous.
muttons, $56.25; lambs, i
steady;
teleg
progress
of wireless
Speaking recently of the
(&7.40:
range
wetners, $5(g6; fed
only engaged in interstate commerce.'but also in foreign
0
commerce by means of the great steamships which each raphy, Abraham White, president of the De Forest sys ewes, fijbtuiu.Zb.
ft
practical
performed,
results
the
service
tem
said:
"The
of them will own.
v
accomplished and the brilliant achievements over land as ATTORNEY GENERAL
0
the most
well as water in different climes, represent
ft
Ufie
wonderful progress in electrical development in the
CLARK OF ARIZONA
Dun's Review for thepast week is encouraging in its world's history. Beginning in the city of New York with
0.
feporta of all departments of trade. Ample rains tnrougn-ou- t a station on an office building, the practical wireless work ON A VISIT TO THIS CITY WILL
the country have piaeed the ground in condition to had its commercial inception in operation with another
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demands for money are now expected, until the
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day is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. P. G.
bave to be moved, and the only occasion for stringency progress.
Among the notable achievements the successful oper ' rnish, relatives by marriage.
In ready cash, is the payment of maturing foreign loans
In the afternoon, .Mr. Clark called
An unusual event is the sale in Paris, since Dun's was ation. of the wireless station in far off Alaska should also
published, of the entire 50,000,0)O of brads issued by the occupy a niche in wireless history, made possible by the t The Evening Citizen office, where
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your i
trade.
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McKEE, THE "SWIFT"

Mckinley county

PATTERSON AND

CHANGES A SIGN

court orders

DRAINERD COMPANY

To Meet What He Considers May Be Secured For Carnival Juries to be Drawn at Bernalillo County Court House
Attraction-Sixte- en
The Requirements-D- ay
Cars

SESSION

BABY SHOW AND POULTRY EXHIBIT

WAS THIRSTY

Manager McCanna., of the fair asThe day waa hot; a hot as veil,
as hot as it can get In sunny New sociation is lining up two of the
strongest carnival companies playing
Mexico.
on this part of the county, tne Parker
McKee, the "swift," working
Linotype No. 1, was hot, tired and Amusement company and the Patterson & Brainerd Carnival company, and
very, very thirsty.
Even and anon, as he raised his expects to soon be in a position to
eyas from Ills work, they encounter- take his choice of taese two comed a sign on. the opiiosite wall, di- panies, which choice, naturally, will
rectly on a line with his vision, and as be the one that in his opinion offers
he would hurriedly drop his gaze and the best attractions.
The Patterson & Brainerd people
resume his task of "setting up" his
copy, a bitter sigh would swell up have signed con'racts for the Texas
from the depths of his thirst parched s:ate fair at Dallas, where they have
attractions,
ml. for Ithe sign at the top bore the agreed to exhibit forty
and as the Texas fair follows the week
eipnificent legend
after our fair, the chances are that
the Patterson & Brainerd people will
have the entire aggregation here, in
Notice to linking Employes
--

and contained, among other valuable
i information, notice that any employe
deserting his post of duty for the

occupation of "chasing the
duck," "rubbing
the growler," or
"shooting the can," would be summarily discharged.
All of which worried Mckee, the
swifrt,' not a little, for the day was
hot and he was very, very thirsty.
For awhile be applied himself diligently to the task in hand, but try as
he might he could not keep his eyes
off that sign. Every word of it was
burned in letters of fire upon his
brain.
Finally he aroee and sought the
water pail, for the day was hot, and
he was very, very thirsty.
Empty! Not a sign, of ice.
And the day was hot, very hot, and
McKee was very, very thirsty, and as
he started his machine once more to
casting slugs his thoughts were not
with his work, but far, far away,
"Down Where the Budweiser Flows."
At length he Btopped working and
In heer disgust planted his chin 1n
his hands and steadily gazed at the
sign which read.
ibldssful

case Manager McCanna signs up with
them.
Either of these companies, which
are accredited two of the best carnival companies anywhere in the middle west, will have to be brought
from eastern Kansas. Parker Is playing In and around Kansas towns,
while the Patterson
&
Brainerd
people are at Leavenworth
this
week wi;h Omaha to follow next week.
r
The former has a fifteen-cashow,
with lKi people, while Patterson &
Brainerd carry sixteen cars and 120
people.
Both have swell fronts, with
good free and paid attractions, and
either one would make good here, but
it is safe to say that Manager
McCanna will get tne best extant.

TO

HISTORICAL

CIETY AND GIVES
OF

KILLING

OF

ON

SO-

FRANCISCAN

FRIARS.

The a'bove is the order of the court
in relation to McKinley county court.

D

NOW

AT LEAVENWORTH. KANSASMAY BE AT TERRITORIAL
FAIR.

As stated elsewhere 4n
of The Evening Citizen the

ROUND

CASE AGAINST WERNER FOR DESTROYING PROPERTY WAS DISMISSED
MONTOYA CHARGED

AN ACCOUNT

IRA A. ABBOTT.,

CARNIVAL COMPANY

"Well, er " stammered tue comyou er armitteeman,
"couldn't
Notice to Drinking Employes
range er to 'nave a couple or so to
enter by fair time?"
is needless, to add that the lady
For The space of five minutes only leftIt him
inthe sound of the operator on machine dignantly. very suddenly, likewise
No. 2 was heard', then
"Aw, hell! (It was McKee talking.)
The Poultry Exhibit.
That sign ain't right."
Plans f:r the 'poultry exhibit are
He arose from his chair, ap- still going on apace. A resident of
proached the sign, scraped at it a Old Albuquerque, interested in poulmoment with his knife, then, with a try, has written Manager McCanna
great igh of relief, as though a heavy that for a small consideration he will
burden had been lifted from his arrange an Incubator exhiuit, having
shoulders, returned to his work, tak- the little chicks hatched in full view
ing a final look, however, at the sign, of the fair visitors, in a glass incuwhich, thanks to his handiwork, now bator. As yet his proposition has. not
teads,
twen accepted, as the poultry exhibit
matter still hangs fire, owing to the
fact that there are no suitable buildings
No ice to Drinking Employes.
on the grounds far the housing
of the poultry. The matter will be
taken up at the n.-x-t
of -- The
executive commntee.
VALUABLE BOOK TRANS- -

BELONGS

(SigneTl)

WITH ASSAULT.
School funds, lunch and liquors,
seem to be the fundamentals of a
quarrel emanating from precinct No.
5.
The first round took place in Justice Craig's caurt, when 'I nomas Werner, clerk of the school board of Old
Albuquerque, was tried for destroying
or partially destroying a poll tax receipts book, which had been used by
Tax Collector Montoya. Montoya had
10 1680.
The sermon gives the name and a turned the money he had collected
brief sketch of each of the martyrs, over to Werner, and then asked Disand was preached by Dr. Ysidro Sar-ina- trict Attorney Clancy what he should
The attorney
y Cuenca, in the presence of Lie do with the poll look.
viceroy of New Spain and other high had advised him to turn the book
dignitaries, on March 20, 1681. It was over to Werner and accept a receipt
published immediately thereafter, in for it. According to the evidence In
Mexico, and The Evening Citizen court, Montoya and Werner met and
some time ago gave an account of the had a drink together. Then Werner
accidental discovery of a copy of the told the collector that he would give
pamphlet by Hon. L. ii. Prince, presi- him a receipt for the book, but first,
dent of the historical society, in the they would go to his house and get
catalogue of Hume & Co., of San- something to eat. Werner and Montoya then broke bread togetner. Then
tiago.
The translation now published by they had another drink to gether. It
the Historical society contains a pho- was over a social cup that Werner
tograph of the title page of the or- asked Montoya for the pDll book. Mon- iginal pamphlet. It will be distributed (toya Is alleged to have replied: "No,
societies join, you re too drunk.
and
to the Institutions
At this, Werner snatched at the
throughout the world which exchange
publications
with our society, and end of the coveted book, which proalso to the members of the ia:ter. The truded from Montoya's jKXrket. Monreceipt of a toya jerked away, and the liook was
Citizen acknowledges
torn. After listening to both stories.
complimentary copy.
Judge Craig threw the case out of
court.
JUSTICE CRAIG GOOD
A second round of the squabble
JUDGE OF FALSE TEETH came
up in Barelas, where Montoya was to be tried fo rassaulting
DECREES THAT MRS. BURNETT'S Werner. Werner claimed that MonTEETH WERE WORTH $12 J. A. toya struck him when he tried to get
MILLER WINS A CASE.
the book in the old town saloon and
the court found Montoya guilty. He
The price of a set of false teeth was fined ?10.
was the bone of contention in a civil
suit tried in Justice Craig's court yes- THlf SIX O'CLOCK CLUB
terday afternoon. The plaintiff was
GIVES A BANQUET
Ir. L. E. Irvin, and the defendant was
North Walter
of
Mrs.
Burnett
The Six O'clock club, a department
street. Mrs. Burnett ordered a set of
teeth from the plaintiff, but when of the Brotherhood of St. Paul, of the
they were, completed, she refused to M. E. Church, entertained its friends
iiocepl them because they were not in a lavi.h manner last evening.
Rev. A. G. Harrison was the pit-s- i
like her old ones. She had worn one
ling officer. Miss Ethel Mickey read
set out. The doctor showed by dental
prepared
books and his attorney, A. J. Miller, a valuable and carefully
the, school sirperintendent, that the paper on "Man."
The exercises following wire parold teeth were old style and out of
dale an i that the new ones were on riftilar'Y- .n lr,vo hit
Miss Roberts delighted the audience
Ihe standard plate of the day. They
were the style of teeth iu vogue. Tht wi h several selections.
Ab U' 15o people sat down to the
given judgment in the
plaintiff
sum of $1- -. und 'he defendant was bhmjjet at 7 o'clock, which was caregiven her teeth. Attorney Felix Les- fully prepared by the Ladies' Aid society of rhe church.
ter represented Mrs. Burnett.
These club meeting hav been a deA rather sensational feature of the
trial was the fainting of Mrs. Bur- lightful leatinv of 'he s ial club
nett, on leaving the stand after a rigid life of this church during the last
cross examination by 'lie attorney for year, and each one has been better
preceding.
the plaintiff. She as restored to herf tnau the
The paper of the evening was not
senses, however, by the application
t,
:ily of hitjli literary value, but was
city water administered by Mr.
Kr: ii, suggestive anil witty.
her
This was; the last of the series for
TO ne present season.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Tim Bro'herhood of St. Paul is an
ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF NATIONAL BISCUIT CO., important auxiliary of the church, and
CRACKERS. BY AN EXPERT D- N act nii'lishlng great good.
OFIRECT FROM THE CHICAGO
TAKE A PLUNGE
IT IS INTERESTING AS
FICE.
in the
WELL AS INSTRUCTIVE. EE SURE
SWIMMING POOL.
AND ATTEND.
504 North First Street.
Open Daily,
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
"Good Things to Eat."

The Historical society of New Mexico has just published a translation
of the pamphlet which they obtained
a few months ago in Santiago de
Chile, including Lie memorial
delivered at the funeral service
in the cathedral of thei City of Mexico, 1n commemoration of the twenty-onFranciscan friars who were killed
by the Pueblo Indians on August
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fair manager is trying to land either
the Parker or the Ptatterson-Brainer- d
Carnival companies for the fair, to be
held 1a this city In the coming September and Important
letters have
been sent out to them.
company
The Patterson-Brainer- d
opened a week's engagement at Leav
enworth, Kansas, on Monday of this
week, and the Times of that city has
this to say on the subject.
Great Crowds Promised.
From all indications Monday not
forgetting the propitions condition of
the weather the crowd which will attend Leavenworth's
spring carnival
will prolab!y be the largest
ever
gathered in this city on a similar occasion.
The carnival has been most expensively advertised in every Important city In the state and In every
hamlet and village within 100 miles
of Leavenworth in all directions. The
first crowd which, though It comes
not. especially for the carnival, will
nevertheless add to the attendance,
will be the 500 Shrlners who will be
here to attend their ceremonial session this (Tuesday) evening. In their
circular the Shrlners advertised' Decoration day and the carnival and advised staying over. Many have signified their intention of bringing
member of their famines.
Aside from the day of the big parades Decoration day will probably be
the banner one of the celebration.
The usual crowd which has never
been, less than 2,000 will probably be
doubled or trebled.
Many of those
who will coVne here will be prepared
to remain the balance of the week and
others will be here for a coup)e of
days at least. But no estimate of
what the total crowd will be can be
gained.
Down the Pike Monday Night.
' Most of
the shows "'Along the
Pike" opened Monday evening with a
great crowd along Shawnee, Delaware
and Main streets waiting for the beginning of the fun. In all there are
twelve main shows the biggest of
which is the stadium. In this there
are sixteen performers. "Reckless"
Russell is the main thing on his wheel.
Among the others are J. T. Porter's kinetoscope showing pictures of
various kinds. After Wednesday it
will exhibit San Francisco before and
after the quake.
The next down the line is J. J.
Bejano's Bum Buzzle, one of the most
amusing attractions on The Pike. It
has to he seen and felt.
The Navajo girls, in the tent below are a surprise. They put on a
good
burlesque clean
vaudeville
enough for any woman. Bert Brainerd. one of the partners, is at the head
of this bunch.
Rosa I.ee, the transformation woman, and Faustina, the queen of fire,
hold forth in the booth east of the
Indians. Their show 1b interesting
and highly commendable.
Connors (iiggle Alley is another of
the thrill givers. It attracted . the
merry ones Monday evening.
M'Neal and Sanger hold forth down
near the Planter' house with Honolulu mlnintrels. Two high grade character performers representing; old
plantation darkies, are the pleasing
features here.
Then there are Hopp. the living
atrophied or skeleton nian, the Steeple
Chase, the Ferris wheel, the London
Ghost show, the Minstrel Maids, The
Spider l.ady, the Alligator show and
one or two others which were not
open Monday night.
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Company This Morning.
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Rumors of Injunction Fill

We havB

com-mnce- d

received

a

large shipment of
Roll To
Desks, Flat and Staixthw
Deskq, office ChaJra, Bnok
Oaeew,
Typewriter
Stands
and Tables.
Wo guarantee our line to

Denies Resignation Report.
Wiith a plow to which was hitched with the policy of (he company, which
a team of four big horses, the Albu- was to extend the Hnes as fast as the
querque Traction company bright and business of the company Justified such
a move, ,and we emphatically are not
early this morning, broke ground at building' It because
of rumors that a
venue,
Second street and RallrJad a
rival company is
be granted a
preparatory to extending their lines franchise, or that ato rival
company is
north on Second street, to New York! to build an opposition line.
avenue, thence to Twelfth street, and
"We are more than willing
on out to the American Lumber com- the cily fairly in all things, to treat
the
pany's iplant, thai being the terminus city must be consistent and but
not try
of the new extension.
to humbug or bluff us. This extension
Shortly after work had been
is going to be completed, and work
company, will proceed
by the Traction
right along, and I
the air around the corner of Railroad think Injunctions will stop us as don't
long
avenue and Second street was filled as we are able to give bond. Howwith rumors of an injunction against ever those are matters for our attorthe Traction company to prevent them neys and legal representatives to look
digging up Second street or 'laying after."!
ties and rails thereon. Several citiContinuing Col. Greer stated that
zens, property
owners on Second Col. H. A.
of Bakersfleld, Cal.,
street, were mentioned as the par- the promoterJastro.
and founder of
Tracties who were going to ask for the In- tion company, would arrive inthe
the city
junction, but when these parties were Sunday night, to be on the scene
seen, an either denied the allegation. action, and look after business Inter-of
or stated that hey had nothing to! ests.
j
say for publication.
It Is supposed that Col. Jastro has
M. O. Chadbourne, who is In charge! been informed
of the proposed new
of the new construction work, when electric line and their intentions and
seen by a representative of The Even- is coming to Albuquerque to look afing Citizen, said:
ter the affairs of the Traction compa"I know nothing about an injunc- ny, in which stock he is heavily In1
tion, other than the rumors
have terested.
heard. I started this construction
Col. Oreer in closing his interview
work under Instructions from Col. Jas-tr- o with the reporter, said:
and will proceed with its as per
"You may state that, despite miners
instructions unless stopped by process to the contrary, I have not resit
i od
ef law. I will have a civil engineer the presidency of the Albtiqur.;.;ue
here in a few days to assist in laying Traction company."
out the curves and grades.
"Have you any such intent1: ..a."
"As contemplated at present the suggested the reporter.
line will go out Second street to New
"Not yet!" was the colonel's emYork avenue, ithence to Twelfth street phatic response.
and on out to the American Lumber
Attorney W. B CMIders, who, it is
company's plant, which will be the understood
has been retained ns
terminus of the present extensions. one of the legal representatives
of
There is under advisement a project the Traction company by parties inloop, taking terested in the company, when seen
to put in a down-tow- n
in part of First street and another by a reporter, said:
loop to take In a portion of Fourth
"I have been retained as legal repstreet, but these are merely projects resentatives by parties interested in
and are subject to any changes the the company, not by President Greer,
management may see fit.
directly.
"My instructions from Col Jastro
"Yes, I've heard the rumors of an
were to proceed with the present ex- injunction against the company, but
tension as fast as possible and com- no such injunction had been filed, up
plete as soon as possible, and bar- to the present time, 4 o'clock."
ring unforseen accidents, circumWhen asked what would be done
stances, actual injunctions, etc., we In case an Injunction was
expect to have the line completed and against the Traction company,secured
AttorIn operation within (thirty days or ney Childers replied:
six weeks at the outside."
"S'peaking ns an attorney, and not
When asked what would lie done in as legal representative, of the Tracreference to the petition of the Re tion company, I would advise any
tail Merchants
asking client to obey the Instructions of the
association,
that the switch on First street, be- court; unless they wanted to. break
tween Railroad and Gold avenue, be into Jail.
moved to a point elsewhere on the
"However, you see that work is
line, Mr. Chadbourne stated that he still going forward on Second street,
had nothing to do with any part of the and the new extensions, and as long
line except the new extensions now as such Is the case, you can rest asunder way. and Ithat he did not know sured that no injunction has been sewhat. If any thing, would be done In cured against the company."
reference to the matter, by the management of the company.
CAPT. REID TAKES
Col. W. H, Greer, president and
general manager of the Albuquerque
POSSESSION TODAY
Traction company, was seen at his
office on Second street, by a Citizen OF THE OFFICE OF
ATTORNEY
representative, in reference to the ru
GENERAL OF NEW MEXICO.
mor that an injunction would be ap
plied for against them, to prohibit
Colonel George W. Prlchard1 is in
them from digging up Second street Hoswell engaged with District Attoror laying rails on It.
ney J. M. Hervey in the prosecution
"What on eaith will they attempt of an important murder trial and
to do next," exploded Co. Greer; "try therefore will not be here tomorrow
to get an Injunction against me for to turn over the records of the office
breathing?"
of attorney general to Captain W. C.
The colonel then proceeded ito state Held, his successor.
The case In
that as yet he had not been notified which he is engaged is the one of
by the Traction company's legal ad- territory vs. Walter Hendricks, chargvisor as to any injunction being se- ed with the murder of William Rain-bo- lt
cured against them, although he had
in Chaves county some years ago.
heard the rumors.
The records and Danera In the office
"We don't propose to be bluffed," of the atitorney general are In order
emphatically continued Col. Greer, anu arranged and tne transfer will be
"not for a minute. We' are building made by Mr. Burke, the clerk. New
this extension In strict accordance Mexican.

Just

Library

ft

represent tho best workmanship and highest class of

cablix work. The dek you
buy of us will not tall to
piece is a short time, thus
causing you much ' annoyance.
Our prices are the lowert.

Mm

Mlbert Fafoer
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N. Af.

K0000 CK000000"

BRUNSWICK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.
Street, Barnett BIdg.

107 South Second

The Only First Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly, Up To Date
Straight IS Bsll Pool 7

1--

per cue, foot So per cue

2o

Billiard 60c per hour.

Max

Gussaroff,

KEEP YOUR

-

FEET

Prop.

COOL WITH

WILLIAMS' FOOT COM FORI
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. Price 25c.

The Williams Drug Co.
THE BLUE FRONT.

Both Telephones.

117 West Railroad Avenue.
IF YOU WANT THE

"BEST ON EARTH"
Cigars for the pride asked, make no
delay in trying one or a box of the
White Lily brand. There's a dgKt
for you ! Inspect the filler and binder.
The White Lily is delightful as to
aroma, free burning - and easy to
smoke, down to the last Quarter of
an Inch. If you know of a better cigar for the cash, than the White LUy,
"show us." Five cents for one: L
,
for box cf fifty.

J.

A.

113J, WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUk

Convenience - Comfort - Security

SEVEN MORE DAYS

The

OF THE BIG SALE

duties

telephone

makes

the

lighter, the cares

less,

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your horns.

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

At

The Racket

Store-Millin-

the Ladies'

Prices Take Away

ery

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Dirt Cheap.

Breath-A- re

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, df she tells you to ordev S
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (tr you should tor
Ret the order), that you could not
fliul It, for every firetdass
gross
handles EMPRESS, you will ahrsys-fingood bread, good biscuits, sjoni
pastry and most important of alL
good cheer to greet you when yrm
come home for your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

Other Bargains.
All day long, and in fact, everyday
Specials for Tomorrow.
Tt.m mere are the bats for boys
since their mammoth tpecial sale
Him. at any old price. Boy's
opened, has The Racket store of D. and
hats go at 24c and 3iic, formerly
H. Boatright, corner of Gold avenue worth $1. Men's nats at proportionand Second streirt. been crowded ate prices. Children's shoes at exwi:.h shoppers, taking advantage
of tremely low prices;
ladies' and chilthe unheard of bargains displayed dren's hosiery, at 75 per cent disupon tnelr commodious shelve
and count. And glassware! launch bowls,
counters. From early morning until 6 wine glasses, water pitchers,
cups
o'clock at night, the store Is crowded and saucers, all at greatly reduced
with feminine buyers, looking at, se- price-.- . Tin and granitewure will be
lecting and buying the many bar- moved, at any price. Mr. Boatright Is
gain on display, and, best of all, at bent on making this a long to be
prices to gladden 'tie heart of the
sale, and is succeeding
wonderfully.
most ardent bargain hunter.
Tomorrow as a special offering,
Th Millinery Department.
In the millinery
partment
are ix,y s !rnw bats are going to be sold
worlds of ladies' trimmed hats. The at 'jc lai li. same as have been sold at
fashionable lghori.s are there, in 3.1c and &'. Only 9c each. Hoy's odd
all shapes; the Whre Outings, and ;j;i.iit- - ami silks will Irf.' sacrificed also,
all kinds of "ready to wear" hats. thu- - presenting an opportunity
to
The "America, the "University," the 'tit y:;ir loy from head to f Kit, at re-'
London,
"ClifUn," the
all latest markalily small expense.
styles are theie. and at prices never
through
- sale will continue
The
duplicated before ::i this city. Haw
un aind. r of the week, and all of
i
,
during wi'iich time the
material for triinm.iig bats, is al- next .w-kmost Riven away. Fi"ers. worth l()c s.i. in lew pricis will re vail on every
'
and 7r.c, 2re going at
in the liouse, not a thing
of
the hunch, artii
and ribbons and trimmings a' any old wlin .'i is ) be sold at a price, near
price to get tin in moved. Pric-- s In it.-- vill i'1 That the fcperial sale is a
is made manifest hy the
tho millinery de; nitmein for this Itii.--. l sue-v. omen
special sale, don't count. Silect the
ill
and men as well,
hat you want, pay tin cashier about lb
the store daily, crowding it
worn, and i''s your.
half what it
ii door, all day long.
j

d

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agect. Albuquerque, N. M.

CASINO THEATRE
W. M. WORTMAN,

Manager.

I

-

Hui-net-

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The Man of Business or the Home

Of Albuquerque Traction

ONE

31. UMrtl.

PATTERSON-BRAINER-

babies.'

MILL
SECOND

BE A SPECIAL

Terri ory of New Mexico, Second Judicial District Court for McKlniey
County.
The regu:ar term of said court for
McKinUy county not having been held
on May 21. iifi, the time fixed by
law therefor. It is deemed advisable
and for the public Interest, that a special term be held for said county,
and it is therefore ordered that such
special term be held at the court
house m Gallup, in said county, to begin Jun 12, lHim. at 9 o'clock, in the
forenoon.
Done at Albuquerque, N. M., Msv

pro-rose- d

LATED INTO ENGLISH

RAILROAD ON NEW EXTENSION

Air-Gr-

Owing to beiny detained longer than
usual at Bernalillo in the sessions of
Sandoval county court, Judge Abbott
was unable to reach the McKinley
county conn at the time set for the
regular term. A number of Important cases pending in McKinley county, makes a upecial session quite essential.
The jurors for the term will be
drawn at the Bernalillo county court
house tomorrow morning at 9:30
o'clock. Any person interested In the
drawing of the McKinley county
juries should make it a point to be
present.
,.

The Baby Show.
The comniiuee in charge of the
baby show is still digging
around hunting suggestions.
It Is
rumored that one of the committee, in
his earnest em.eavor to become familiar with the suoject matter, approached a weil known lady of the
city yesterday, asking
a suggestion
as to the manner of conducting a
baby show.
"Sir!" replied the lady, "I have no

WERNER-MONTOY-

TO

PAGE FIVE,

WORK STARTED AT SECOND AND

Tomorrow Morning.

and 120 People.

Was Very Hot
AND THE OPERATOR

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1, 1906.

TENDERS RESIGNATION
WHICH IS ACCEPTED BY PARK
MANAGEMENT
NEW MANAGER
TO BE APPOINTED SOON.
W. M. Wormian, who,
the
opening of the season at Traction
park has been in charge of the Casino
summer theater, as manager, today
handed in his resignation to the management of the park, which was accepted.
Col. Greer Ktated that in all probability a new manager would be announced tomorrow, as there as a number of applications for the position,
a choice from which will be ni.sle tor,ini--

night

Mr. Wort man, who, during his incumbency, conducted ihe houte in a
manner entirely pleasing to all concerned, will devote his time in the future to his pool room business on
Went Railroad avenue.

-

i

The

Stock Co.

Bereer-Gros- e

;

es

t

;

IN

CHARLEY'S AUNT
THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

SUNDAY

Em

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weatlur !s here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Shim. Waists ami White Dresses to ns. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a n. e Is x they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Iwestic or gloss finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

Three Matinee Races at

3:30 p.m.

There will he an entire chauire of bill on Monday and Thursday
of each week during the season. Dons open ut 8 p. iu. Performance
bwlns at 8:30. Matinees Saturday and Sunday. Ikjors open at J:S'i
p. m. Performance at 2 o'clock.
Night Prices

15c and 25c.

Matinee

Prics. . . ,10o and

15c.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

AND THENJHSOMIND

IE us mm

Member of Kilties Band,

Arrested as Insane.
HOPELESSLY IN LOYE WITH SINGER
from
klii, rrneatal faculties impaired,
over the many rebrown-eye- d
fusals of a handsome
and
tdwir lady to become his bride, that
laboring under the It all uot nation
suit against
she was about to Institute
titm for .reach of promise of
CwgtUmtal brooding

mar-wb-

o

la considered

among the most aocompttshed cornet
by
flayers In tlie citgr, onwasanarrested
Insanity
h7 sheriff's office

Charge, and placed for safe keeping
ta the county Jail, says the Freseott
Jownal-Mine- r.

affair. which
The story of hi love
U asxerled to the cause of the loss
to
cC his faculties, dates back almost
his arrival here about the
the time of present
year as a member
.first of the
ft.

apparently
o Uie Kilties' band, wUenfootllgUta
tiring of the glare of thewith the noted
.evcreJ his conneo
troupe and accepted a p'ace In the

orchertra.
Shortly after commencing tils
at the popular resort, he
enamoured with the charms of
of
oaa of the young 5ady musicians
Lfra place, never losing an opportunity
fcj bisk in the sunshine of her emlles
and trtl her of his Jove In the tenderest
hand
oC terms. Finally be sought her
marriage, which was met with a
e

la

--

fetenk refusal.
Undaunted by her story that she
engaged U another, tie continued
w3
has attentions with increasing ardor
his
udtil it iecame apparent to mind,
tis
trteate that he was losing
suggested
and a trip to the coast was
that a change of
to Mm in Mthe tope to
fjore him the use of
His faculties. He would not listen to
nmnncUlnll that WOllld lead tO
upon
a eeparatlon from the setlady
bis mind
'whose capture he had
rt hMirt. until finally an engage
ment was secured for him at the
"Wellington, wWch he filled for about

i

In

r,

but actual
purity means to double the cost of the
brewing.
That is how we attain it.

To brand

a beer

a

m

"Pure,
m

m

m

beer is brewed in absolute
cleanliness, and cooled in filtered air.
Then it is aged for months to avoid causing
biliousness,
then filtered through white
wood pulp. Then every bottle is sterilized.
That is why
Ask for tlie Brewery Boiiliug.
Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
Schlitz IS
To avoid being imposed upon, see that tlie cork or crown is branded

Schlitz

b.

60-l-

unique
for its

.r wwka later returning to his Ola
place in the Anheuser orchestra,
where he ntlll poured Into the ears of
his buxom charmer has tale 01 love.ac
Within the ast few days his
were such as to arouse the sua

purity.

and noticing
plcions of hl
(hhat he was acting more peculiar than
a. few of his friends, after a
win.r.ation. notified the authorities
hl condition with the result that
m
cnmnlaint was filed against him.
which was followed by his incarcera
if&on In the county Jail.

3

aoooclajtes.

wr

6--

Phone Auto. 19i
Melini & Eakir
So. First St., Albuquerque

i

Often Made by the Wisest of At
buquerqua People.
'It's a fatal mistake to neglect back

acke.

iwir chA is the first symptom ot
.kidney Ills.
aorinua comnllcations follow.
cure them
KirtnPT Plllh
rvian-promptly.
run' delar until too late.
Until it becomes diabetes Bright
a

V

No.

5 doz.

That Made Milwaukee Famous.

;

.4iUMA- -

box No. 2 Singer machine needles,
323.
sewing machine oil.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
(Timmons).
1 pair No. 6 pinchers
1 quire sand paper No. 2.
3 shank tasters (Keystone).
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
40 sides heavy wax kip.
9 sides light wax kin.
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
lent her
o. l
neavy
Ooo lbs. (by the side)
oakwood Bole lather.
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
20 doz. spools No. 30 black thread.
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
and deeply rooted interest in mission
20 doz. spools No. 30 white thread.
arv work. The coming summer he 3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
3 doz rliooIs No. 8 black thread.
will spend a hi3 old limne In Iona,
1 pkg.
No. 7 Uomestic sewing machine
Mich., returning later to southern
needles.
California. Since our brother must 6 pkg's. Sharps hand needles, 1 to a.
4.
leave us, we are pleased that we can 6 iikK's. Sharps hand needles. No.
loo yards cloth,
prisoners uniform,
have so good a substitute in Rev. S dnrk
blue woolen. 54 Inches wide.
R. Warburton, a graduate of Brown
uoo yards cloth, blue gray, woolen &4
university and Rochester Theoioglcai inch wide,
loo yards denim, amoskrog preferred.
seminary, formerly a missionary
'.'HO yards drilling.
Kiaying, China. On account of his
500 vnrdH Canton flannel.
stripes.
1,250 yards shirting, Hamilton
wife's health he will not be able
;kiO yards toweling.
return t China for the present."
50 yards red flannel.
The above Is clipped from the Bap
loo yards sheeting.
tWu yards lining.
tist Missionary Magazine, and refers
5
gross cotton socks.
to Rev. Herman J. Powell, formerly
12
gross punts buttons, large.
ot this city, at which time he was
12 gross
punts buttons, small.
!
pastor of the local Baptist church.
gross tout buttons.
20 gross shirt buttons.
drawer buttons.
PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE 306 gross
lbs. boltB, carriage
20 lbs. bolts, carriage
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
15 lbs. bolts, carriage
10 lbs. bolts, tire
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
10 lbs. borax.
Building Bonds" and addressed to the 10 IbB. brass polish.
6 brass steam cocks. 1 In.
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M
brass steam cocks, 2 in.
will be received at the office of the 61 pr,
calipers 6 In.
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., un-- j 1 closet bowl with seat attachment.
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for 12 doz. curry combs.
sets collar pads 2324's .
an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000) 7 sets
s.
collar pads
dollars of city building bonds of the 60 feet 4 in. drill Bteel.
100 feet
in. drill steel.
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certi1U0 feet 1 In. drill Bteel.
fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
8
8
4 drills
shank & 8 bit.
dollars must accompany each bid, 4 drills 8
bit.
shank and
8
shank and 4 bit.
said sum to be forfeited to the city, 63 drills
16
In.
smooth files
as liquidated damages, by the bidder 6 flat
flat smooth riles 8 In.
In case of failure ot performance by
12 bastard flat files 16 in.
A half round files 16 In.
him if his bid is accepted.
round tiles 14 In.
Said city building bonds are to be 66 halfround
files 18 In.
Issued In the denomination of one 6 three cornered files 12 In.
saw flies ( In.
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are 12 three square
6 three square saw files 4 in.
to bear interest at a rate not to ex
6 three square saw files 3 In.
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
6 three square saw files 3 In.
double cut wood files 14 in.
and are to be sold at not less than 66 dux.
long.
their par value. Both principal and 3 doz. shovel handles,
hammer handles.
Interest are to be paid in New York 1 doz. pick handles.
1 horse shoeing
hammer.
city and the interest Is to be payable
1 lb.
1 carpenters hammer,
on the first days of Jan
1 hatchet, 4 In. blade.
uary and July of each year.
1
doz. horse brushes.
12 in.
Said bonds are to be payable at the 6 100hack saw blades
In. garden hose.
feet
option of the city, twenty (20) years
In.
6 v!se menders
In.
12 hose clumps,
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right Is re 16 hose clamps. 4 In.
1

The Beer

A FATAL MISTAKE.

x

2) Kn. 6.

EMPEROR WILLIAM HOPES FOR

Read what an Albuquerque citizen
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Hunlng
avenue, wife of J. H. Smith, deputy
.sheriff, says: "I have had back ache
every
for a month eo severe that I never
movement I made hurt, and
knew the moment but the slightest
strain on the muscles of theonlyback
be
fcrougfot a twinge that could
.irtacrthwi a excruciating. I went
Kidney fins COURT CIRCLES SAY THAT IT
a drug store for Doaa'a
stopped
WILL BE A BOY IN LINE WITH
remedy
The
them.
took
and
I
have
annoyance.
THE HEREDITARY TENDENCY
then
Since
tlie
bad no necessity to use Doan's KidOF THE HOHENZOLLERN FAM-ILney Pills nor any other medclne for
PRAYERS FOR THE YOUNG
aching across the small of the back."
PRINCESS.
CROWN
fifty
Price
dealers.
all
by
For sale
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
And she vowed a vow and said:
N. Y., sole agents for the United
O. Lord of Hosts, if thou wilt Indeed
Remember the name Doan's and look upon the affliction ot mine nana-mai62
and remember me, and not for.take no other.
get thine handmaid, but wilt give un
OFFICIAL0 MATTERS
to thine handmaid a cuan cnua, men
I nill give him unto the Lord ail the
days of hU life. I Samuel, 1: 11.
Poatoffice Established.
A. postomoe has been established at
So prayed Hannah of old, and Em
orey, Coliax county, and Clifford P. peror
teiieving in iue ei- Ounpbell has been appointed post- flcacjr William,
of the biblical example, has
master.
ordered all the churches , in Prussia
Postoffice Discontinued.
the
to pray for bis daughter-in-lawThe poatoffice at Rodey. Dona Ana Crown Prince Cecilia. .
mimtT. nasi teen discontinued and
It la said that the kaiser's anxiety
mall addressed to It will be sent to becomes more Intense as the conflne-tnont- i
Hatch.
of tne young crown princess
approaches nearer. If the babe is a
TOWNSHIP OPEN FOR ENTRY.
boy, the little one will toe second la
Fe, New Mex succession to William on the imperial
II. 8. Land Office, Santa 1906.
throne of Germany. The emperor's
IcO, May 29
ambition is to oversee the lad's eduand (raining for his nigh office.
cation
NOTICE.
:
There is confidence in court circles
Nolioe is hereby given that the following township plat vOI be on file in that the cpected arrival will be a
boy, because, it is pointed out, the
this office July 10. 1906. viz:
STownship 21 North, Range 22 East. Hohenzollern children for many genOa and after the above date we will erations have run to masculinity on
two
be ready to receive applications for an average of about five boys toevery
girls. The first born In nearly
entries in said township.
case was a boy, and the courtiers ex
MANUEL. R. OTERO. Register.
press the opinion that this hereditary
FRED MILLER, Receiver.
(This t'owtuililp Is located in Union tendency in a long line of ancestors
will not fall in the Crown Prluce
county.)

A GRANDSON, HEIR TO THE THRONE
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CROWN

PRINCESS CBCI LIA IN HER BOUDOIR.

FTederU k William's household.

The imiKriai young couple were
Junt ti, l'J05, and the preparation) indicate the arrival of tue
wee at ranger before the first year of
tilM'ir married life Is over. "Like father like Hon." because the kaiser and
kaisrln began early to rear a family.
William and Augusta were married
wedded

served to reject any and all bids,
For further Information, address
Harry V. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer
que, N. M.
By order of

February 27, 1SS1. and the crown
prince was born 13 months later on
iay 0, lsss:'.
Emperor William became a father
at L'3. and is son Is 24. It can reasonably lie expected that a
heir to the German throne
will
liorn before the ipresent monarch is a very old man.

the cltv council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.

May 2, 1906.

Deadly Serpent Bites

hone couplings 4
4
in. steam hone.
25 lbs. horse nhoe nsil No.
25 lbs. home shoe nails No.
25 lb, borne hoe nails No.
1 keg No. 6 horn
shoes.
1 Vex No, 3 horse shoes.
2 kegs No. 6 horse show.
Z kegs No. 4 horse shoe.
1 keg No. 2 horse shoes.
shoes.
1 keg No. 1 horn
2 keirs No. 6 mule shoes.
2 kegs No. 6 mul shoes.
2 kegs No. 4 mule shoes.
60 feet Norway iron 2 in.
50 feet Norway iron 8 in.
25 feet Norway iron 4 in.
Norway Iron
50
12 ateam
50 feet

in.

9.
8.

6.

lbs. solder, half and half, tinners.
gross wood screws
-- 4 iu.
11 1
gums wuod screws No.
No. 8,
gross wood screws No.
t,
gross wood screws No. 7,
i gross wood screws No. 8,
i gross ww hi screws No. 10,
1 gross wooq screws K
ih
i.i
6 t.rliklnyers
trowels ill,.).
2 boxes till XXX
plate,
Atx2H
4 tackle blocks double
4
In. rope.
single, - m. ruoe.
iJ tackle blocks
dos table spoons, hesw
wagon tongues.
6 n:K yokns.
1 single
tree.
0 trout hounds.
6 hinu hounds.
1 WAspm
tire shrlnker.
11 wagon skeins, steel, 3
tight.
12 wagon skeins, steel. 1
i.,r,
2 doi. shovels, long bandied.
doz shovels, short handle.
dos. coal shovels.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers, 1 g In.
20 lbs. wrought Iron walkers 1.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers)
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers
1 Stlllson wrench, open, 6 In.
1
ueamls & Calls wrench. common.
10 in.
1
Beam Is & CnJls
common,
10
Jb

Santa Fe, N. M., May 24. 19M.
Benito rropoKRln will tn reortved by the
oanl of New Mexlro Penltentiarr Com- mlHulonors at the offlco of the Buprrln- tpndent, until 10 o'clock a. m., on Tuc- ay, June Mb, 190H, for furnishing; and
fllverln at the New MpxIco Pnnlten- ary the nuipllee hereinafter mentioned,
o much thereof as the Uoarn may
i'ayment for said sup- 1'im sufficient,
lies will be made la cash. Delivery of
except perishable articles,
II supplies,
must be as directed by the Huperlntend- nt.
8amptes will be required of all articles
marked with an asterisk, and these
hould be labeled, showing name of bld-eprice, etc., and must be delivered to
the Superintendent not later than V
clock on. said day.
All bids must be made strictly in ac
cordance with the conditions on blank
roposals, which will be furnished by the
uperintendent on application; no bid
otherwise made will be entertained. A
bond will be required from all successful
bidders for th faithful fulfillment of
contracts within ten days after date of
ward.
0O.0UU
lbs. fresh beef, prime quality.
necks and shanks excluded.
ftO.Oitt lbs. flour.
lO.noo lbs. notstoe.
4,000 lbs. pinto beans.
1.2D0 lbs. navy beans.
7,000 lbs. granulated sugar.
3,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1.000 lbs. corn meal.
;) cases, roasted coffee.
76 lbs. black pepper.
SB
lbs. red oeoDer.
20 bbls. salt.
40 coses soan. laundrv.
2 bbls. vinegar.
100 lbs. red chile, ground.
6 cases canned corn.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
1,500 lbs. hominy.
5 bbls, syrup.
1.000 lbs. oatflakes.
tWO lbs. rice.
iSO lbs. dried currants.
WW
lbs, prunes
70 lbs. tea,
boxes.
6 cases tomatoes.
Las Cruces.
13 pint bottles vanilla
extract.
IS pint bottles lemon extract.
2,000 lbs. lard compound,
cans.
I case salmon.
250 lbs. raisins.
:,40 lbs. boloicna xausu.it'.
l.iioo llw. butterine.
o'VI lbs. macaroni.
120 lbs. cheese.
Mli pkps. Jello.
loo lbs. powderoti
100 lbs. table salt
200 lbs. breafest bacon.
100 lbs. lima beans.
25 lbs. bar choolat.
21 los. shredded cocoanut
3 cases crackers.
''tv Modi's,
1 case Cream of Wheat.
1 case of tapioca,
l a.
1 case catsup.
60 lbs. ginger 6's.
100 lbs. mustard.
lye la.
2 cases Greenwich
600 los. sal soda, bulk.
2 box-- s
candles 6 s.
6 cases mutches.
1 gross
house broomH.
1 doz.
stable brooms.
.viO Dm. dried oeas.
ot.
600 lbs. DuKes Btnoklng tobacco, 3
40 butts chewing tobacco.
3 gross Japanned shoe buckles.
4 bottles
burnish blacking tLynus).
1,000 eyelet hooks.
6,000 eyelets (J. & N. large).
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
IS lbs.
wire clinching nails.
8
13 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
15 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
9 lbs.
iron heel nails.
'5 llin
iron heel nails.
2 boxes Singer machine needles, No.C

a

Fred Grundle; Formerly

1, 19M.

.10

BIDS

PENITENTIARY

HIS HEART

105T

JUNE

FRIDAY,

4

i-

1
1

4.

in.

Baxter's adjustable

"Bwrench ( In.
wrencn
In.
Coes wrench, 13 In.
1 alligator
wrench. No. 4.
l.Oi") lbs. white lead.
100 gal. pure linseed oil.
1
bbl. asphaltnm naint
15 gals, turpentine.
3 gals. Japan dryer.
3 books gold leaf.
1 lb. gilt bronze.
2 qulren sand paper No. 0
50 lbs. oxide sine, dry.
1 paint strainer.
1 kalsomlne
strainer.
2 lbs. Marseilles green, drv.
10 lbs. Marseilles
green, In oil.
3 pole brushes,
best.
1 glass cutter.
150 lbs. Hpanish whiting.
15 lbs. glue.
15 lbs. plaster parls.
2 kalsomlne
brushes, best.
I lbs. lamp black, dry.
10 lbs. chrome
yellow.
6 lbs. Prussian blue, blue drv Dowder.
10 lbs. Venetian
red. drv nowder
2 lbs. Amer. vermllllon red, dry powder.
2 gul. hard oil.
20 gal, gloss oil.
2 gal.
Interior varnish.
250 lbs, oil
putty.
2 putty knives.
1

i,ws

i

1

,

spatulas,

2
10

3

In.

lbs. chalk line.
6 wall brushes, 3 In.
6 wall brushes, 4 In.
12 sash tools, round long; bristle.
12 fitches, long bristle.
IS sheets lithograph
hoards.
2 quarts liquid glue.
14 pes. glass 36x14.
l pc. glass 3xw
15 pes. glass 36x11.

glass

Pes.

12x20.

pes. glass 32x16.
pes. glass lXxlti.
pes. glass 12x20.
13 pes. glass 12X.16.
10 pes. glass 12x;iO.
10 pes. glass lox2.
li pes. glass 14x18.
2 pes. glat,s 12x24.
5)1 pes. glass
1XX20.
70 pes. glass 15x22.
38 pes. glass 12x18.
1 pe.
glass 16x50.
35

2
3

pe. glass x40.
pc. glass 12x33.
pes. glasd 16x56.

1
1

ti
i pes. gloss

16x40.

pu. glass 25xhi
pc. gluss 36x54.
lies, glass :Wx45.

1

1

2

lbs. oats.
lbs. alfalfa.
His. choppwl feed.
3.000 lbs. bran.
6.000 lbs. bedding.
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
20.000
i'O.ooO

10.u)

pes. soft 2XXX12.
pes. soft pine 2x12x12.

75
15

measure.

feet

sort
soft

piae, board
pine, board
measure.
5iK)
feet 1x12x12. sofr pine, full stock.
1.0... feet white pine 1x12x16.
500 feet white pine 1x10x16.
500 feet white pine 1x8x16.
500 feet white pine 2xtixl.
) feet oak 1x10x12.
2'H) feet oak 1x4x12.
4S pes. oak 2xx2 ft. 8 In. long.
500 feet flooring, Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
&o reet anil steel,
in. 12 ft. lengths.
28 feet drill steel 1 In.
12 feet
2
in. pipe.
56 feet
In. round Iron. 14 ft. lengths.
50 feet steel for repolntlng picks.
5 doz. shovels, long handle.
2 pinch bars.
6 axes.
3 grubbing
hoes.
500 lbs. black powder.
600 lbs. giant powder.
2.000 feet fuse.
6 boxes caps.
4 doz. pick bundles.
1 doz.
drill hammer handles.
25 attaching plugs.
5 lbs. Manson tape.
bio incandescent
lamps, lit volt 8 c. P.
i5 Incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 16 c. P.
25 Incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 32 c. P.
1
lb. Ac. carbolic cryst.
2 lbs. Ac. boraelc.
lb. Ac. tannic.
1 lb.
Ammon. chloride.
1 lb.
Arumon. carb.
1 lb. bromide, potass.
1 lb. bromide sodl.
1 lb. bismuth
sub. Mt.
1
lb. cerium oxalate,
1 lb. cupra. sulph.
1 11). dovers powder,
1 lb. mustard powd.
1 lb.
talcum powd.
10 lbs. magnesil sulph.
1 lb. p.t. et sodil tait.
1 lb. pot. ciilor.
.1 lb. pot. lodll.
l.Oii)

fesst

500

1x10x12,

1x12x12,

K

1- -4

.

lb.

1

arnica

fl. ex.

lb. belladonna fl. ex
lb. tolu fl. ex.
lbs. win cherry fl. ex.
pts. caseara sag. fl. ex.
pts. trifolium co. fl. ex.
pt. licorice fl. ex.
pt. nux vomica.
1 pt. oxil carnph.
co.
1,000 tablets, neuralgic headache.
l.'Kv tablets, pepsin, bismui., and char
coal.
gr. V.
600 tablets pot. permanganese
1 roll oiled silk.
1 roll 2 In. adhesive plaster.
1 roll 4 In. adhesive
plaster.
1 roll
2
in. adhesive plnster.
4 rolls belladonna
plasters
6 rollB mustard plasters.
I
3 gnl. alcohol.
1 doz. 3 In. bandages.
1 doz. 2 in. bandages.
1 doz. 1 In. bandagea.
1 doz
2
in. bandages.
1
gal. euthymol.
8 oz. quinine sulph.
1 gal. witch hazel.
1 lb. ichthyol.
1
lb. creosote, Beechwood.
20 lbs. vaseline.
1 gal. glycerine.
1 lb. sodil phosphate.
1 lb. sulphur.
1 lb.
pepsin asceptic.
2 gals. aq. ammonia.
10 lbs. absorbent cotton.
1
oz. Bilver nitrate stick,
l.oou capsules No. 00.
l.OnO capsues
No. 1.
1.0il capsules No. 3.
3 lbs. buchu and juniper fl. ex.
II llin. saline laxativt..
t lot. chloroform.
I lb
ether.
1 I lb plumb, ac.
E pts
Btillingia Co. fl. ex.
1 pt. tarsaparilla fl. ex.
1 gal. elixr. saw palmetto Co.
1 gal. elixr, tonga Co.
1 oz. Ol. anise.
1 gal, Ol.
rleine.
2 gal. ol. cod liver.
2 oz. Ol. cloves.
1 oz. Ol. cajuput.
1
oz. ). lavender.
ol. wlntergreen.
u.
1
oz. ol. mustard.
2 g.il. Ol. cottonseed.
tablets codeine sulph. gr
l')
tablets rocaine hyd. gr. II.
P) tablets II mom. and utr. ii. (Hypo- dermic).
l.i.iu tablets strvrhnlne sulph gr.
1

1
3
5
5
1
1

are atom
ach and liver disorders with us. For
the latter, however, there is a sure
remedy: Electric Bitters, the great
in.
restorative medicine, of which S. A. 25 fct
In.
feet Norway iron
6ays:
S.
in.
Brown, of Ilennettsvllle.
C,
25 feet Norway
iron
Norway
50
In.
iron
feet
perfect
my
wife to
They restored
In.
25 feet Norway iron
with
suffering
or
health, after years
60 feet flat Iron
FORMER ALBUQUERQUEAN
MERCHANT TAILORING
500 tablets stnihanth Co. 1'. 1. &: CO.
25 feet Hat iron
dvsnensla and a chronically torpid
1.000 tablets nitroglycerine
flat iron
Elwtrlc bitters cure chills 5025 feet
5 doz. Seeds drv plates No. 27. 4x5.
EDITORSHIP liver."
RESIGNS
feet
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
and fever, malaria, bliliousness. lame 2 bundles
5 lbs. hyposulphite
of sod i.
gal
No. 27. 30x96.
Iron
BAM1 lb. sulphite of soda
RAILROAD
dis
kidney
O.
bladded
AVENUE,
back,
troubles and
2
gross knives and 2 gross forks
1.
gold
chloride.
grains
piece.
by
one
all
bundle
(steel
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
solid
and
blade
on
Sold
OF BAPTIST MISSIONARY MAGA
orders
euaiantee
II). acid pvrogalllc.
lawn mower, hand, large size.
2INE
2 plnte holders 6x
HEALTH FORCES druggists. Price EOc.
with 4r. kits.
ILL
6 carpenters' mallets, length
In.
My merchant tailoring shop Is up20 llm. blank nuts
The Hoard of New Mejleo Penitentiary
REV. HERMAN
In.
J. POWELL TO
reserves
stairs over No, 209 West Railroad avethe right to
20
Commissioners
ll.a.
in.
blank
nuts
QUIT ASSISTANT'S DESK.
nny and all bids.
15 lbs. blank nuts
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
In.
above supplies
1
for
bids
In
submitting
In.
nozzle,
first-clasthe public. AH work guaranteed
100 feet pick steel
bidders should write plainly on envelope
"It ii. with sincere regret that we
LUNC8
and CURE
as I have bad fifteen years' ex1 pipe vice, combination.
"Hlds for supplies fur
the following:
6 in.
1 plumber s gitsnltne
New Mexico Penitentiary." with name
perience in the business. Suits made ai' "iiii,.,.(i to announce that Rev.
stove.
1
pr. pliers, combination wire cutting or names of bidder or bidders, to avoid
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana Herman J. Powell, who for the iast
WITH
2 dnz. picks It. It
the opening of same by mistake.
:ir
a half baa een serving tnv:
repaired. The specific I use wm noi
t corrupted planes, rarpenters'.
Ilv order of the Board of New Mexico
j
ck
ntly
department
,h0 literature
at
1
P. iiitentiarv Commissioners.
doz. carpent, rn' pencils
injure the cloth. Indies' garments,
40
Missionary
Union,
In.
AHTHL'K TREI.FORD,
fe.t wruiiKht Iron pipe
also cleaned and walking skirts made e. rimiiii of the
40 feet wrought
Iron pipe
Superintendent.
;iichily us assistant editor of the
to order. Give nio a trial.
00 feet wrought
Iron pipe
M issi. .iimy Magazine,
is obliged to
Samples mny be sent separately, duly
6o feet wrouKbt iron pipe 1
O. BAMBINI,
PrlCt
nMStlMPTiON
Kivo u; his work on account of his
marked and numbered, to the Superin40 feet wrought Iron plie 2.
tendent.
OUGHtand
SO
60ea1.00
wrought iron pipe 2
liea: i. tti. office proving too confinife.t
FORC
I eee my old friend Kelly has start1
16
rasps.
in.
doz. horse shoe
I0LDS
inti.
ed a paper In Yoncalla. Well. I am ng- Those who know our brother
6 half round wood rasps. 14 li
"The farmers up your way are cryft quarter round files
in.
sure I wish the old man success. He will recognize his qualifications for
for ail
and Uiuixkcat CureXBOUB-XJESurest
ing
for rain, aren't they? '
4 brass bound rulcsj 2 ft.
only
position
was
3,
will
doing
an
iu which he
has plenty of brains, if he
THROAT and LUNO
1 wagon
4 in. tire.
bed
without
guess so. They were crying for
"(
in
CHrrespondwece
was
use them Elkton
servico, and for which he
8O0 feet rope
4
In.
or MONET BACK.
dry weather day before yesterday."
fitted ly scholarship, wlile experience
200 feet rope
In.
Drain, (Ore.) Nonpareil.
Are as common in India as

great-grandso- n

!
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toral freight train, drawn by engine
No. P!M. made up of twelve cars, left
the track. The locomotive turned
over, and Engineer Peter Killyllea
was caught undr the big machine
and crushed to de&tn. The dead railroad man was 46 years old, and resided at Needles, with his wife and
three children. He was respected,
and had beon in the employ of the
Santa Fe cvmpany for twelve years.
Passenger trains Nop. 1, 7 and 8 were
delayed until 2 p. m. Coroner Pitt-maof San Bernardino, held an inquest en the body yesterday morn-

D. Emmons,?Furnitufe.Man
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Call anJ see it or write
for particulars.

LOW

RAILROAD RATES
FOR TERRITORIAL

jSf

y

TO

SE- -

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

LP

ROBES

We are offering gome very special prices on this line ot goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
the most attractive on the Santa Fe
system, and will contain all the conveniences Imaginable.

An air brake instruction room is be
ing fitted up on the third floor of the
general office building at the local
shops. The machinists have formed
a club, the car builders have formed
a club and the trainmen and engineers
nave formed a club for weekly class
instruction, under W. F. Ney, foreman
Genera Foreman Cook, cf the San of the air room.
An examination will
Marcial shope, is in the city on 'busi- be made of the knowledge
of the men
ness.
as to the uses cf air in July, when
H. S. WWl has. arrived et Wlnslow eacn employe is expected to now a
from Barstow, California, and took grade of 80 tper cent.
charge of the local shops as master
Master Mechanic Hicks yesterday
mechanic.
received communications
from the
second district passenger
engine
Homer Creswell. one of Ithe Santa crews
Albuquerque-Winslodi- the
Fe's firemen at Winslow, left for his V1.11UU, oftv no
nve ai uajiup, ana nave
old home In Arkansas on a thirty
been ordered to take their lay-ovin
days' visit to relatives.
Albuquerque. Four of them say they
Operator King, who has been work- will move to Albuquerque immediing days at Ah Fork, Is now hontler ately, and the fifth is yet undecided.
first of the 1400 engines to run
at that point, having recently trans- The
ferred to the mechanical department. through from Albuquerque to Wins-low- ,
under the new order, left last
C. L. Bowman, for many years night with train No. 8.
promotoperator ait Sandia, has been
ed to the position of dispatcher on the INVENTS MONEY SAVER
AND LOSES WITH GIRLS.
Grand Canyon road, vice H. E Dodge,
E. E. Betts, a car service agent of
resigned.
the Chicago & Northwestern railway,
C. R. Arnold has been promoted has devised a method for compiling
from the local offices to the general car records, which it is claimed will
purchasing agent's office In Chicago, save his company about $5,000 a year
end leaves this evening with bis fam- in salaries. Incidentally, It will do
away with all the typewriters in that
ily for the Windy City.
department, which, has caused
Mr.
George Kingston, a Santa Fe ma- BHts to become unpopular with the
chinist, was nabbed by Marshal typewriters in his city.
Hanks at Winslow for firing a gun
within the city limits. It cost him ROSWELL' S NEWEST
fifty dollars, which he paid.
RAILROAD IS BUILDING
Tow Wl Perkins, mayor of McKin-ne- y,
Engineer Jack O'Brien and wife and
Texas, writes to G. R. Hunt of
two children have arrived sit Wins-Hrr- Roswell. in reply to a letter of inCalifornia. quiry, that the work of grading has
from Sacramento,
They will make their home there in leen commenced at the McKinney
the future.
end of the line of the New Mexico
& Pacific railway, and says he is conRailroad business continues to hold fident
that the road will be pushed to
the center of interest in the iron and completion
60 as to give direct conBteel trade. Buying of steel rails has nection
with Roswell and the Pecos
8,
na
Pf!iDe
and practically all the authorities are
t

w

a"

ON

TRAMPS BY RAILROADS.
The railways of the west are to
war
upon the holioes who steal
make
rides upon their ear. Time was
when the "tramp path" in the center
of the railway tracks in Kansas was
worn smooth by the feet of tramps,
hiking from one town to another, but
that was when the roadbeds were of
clay. Now the roads are using burned gumbo to prevent dust, and 'by so
doing they have also encouraged the
hoboes to steal Tides, because the
walking haa been made too hard for
them.
But 'lie railways, and especially
those out f St. Louis and Kansas
City have suffered greatly at the hands
of these tramps, who have banded
thieves and robbed hundreds of box
themselves together into bands of
cars. Their thefts amount to thou
sands of dollars annually. Their
plunder is stored with a "fence,"
either In Kansas City of St. Joseph
and the stuff disposed of. The railway detectives have been kept busy
trying to run them down.
Now the railways
have notified
their special agents to prosecute in
the local courts all men found riding
upon the trains without tickets. This
means that the tramps will have to
walk from town to town, and when
the call comes from Kansas for hands
to work in the horvest fields, these
persons will have to ride on tickets
or go to jail for trying to beat their
way. The railways may remove the
embargo, but it is doubtful.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., May

F. B. Schwentker, Manager Pacific
Mutual Lite Insurance Co.,

1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
the probate clerk et Albuquerque,
New Meatlco, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
John M. Gunn, of La gun a, Valencia
county, N. M., for the north half of
the northeast quarter of section 26,
township 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz.:
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett,
George H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
ail of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
A

ji

'

Albu-qnerqu-

N. M.

Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
you that the company's vaults In San
Francisco have been opened, and also
tlie vault containing the securitlee,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely Intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
A. W. MORGAN.
(Signeci
Assistant Secretary.

rully protects you as to quality. A
sanip grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is in the hands of skilled men and Is eqtfipperl wit
all neceesary appliances for doing he highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and
MP.

A merchant

-

LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Bought and Ex
private account. He already had Horsee and Males
changed.
an account for his store business, BEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CJITY
between Railroad and
but tie wanted a separate account Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
so ihe could tell every detail of his
ELITE tAFE
personal transaction, and at the
same time keep them separate
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
By keeping a separate account, WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
the merchant has a complete rec- SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
ord of every cent he receives and
spends outside of his regular busiSTEAM
CARPET
CLEANING J
ness.
cifimr
invirnivit
He keeps all checks' on file and
Cleans everything.
He is the
Moving, packFurniture Man.
can refer to them at any time. In
ing and shipping, unpacking and
addition to (his, he has a receipt
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other
for every bill paid. Each check Is
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
an indisputable receipt.
737 8outh Walter Street.
Z

new account at the banka

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

opened a

m. HALL,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gf ntrat Bgtlcflng Sgpplfes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

WITH UO
FIGURE ON'

in

THE BANK OF
ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

A.

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binfsrs.
Hay Presses &, Farm MacJry

"Wn

ex

Thos. F. Keleher

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. PalGeneral Merchandise and Real Estate metto Root Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cae'u paid for Hides and
For Sale.
Pelts. (
AVENUE,
408 WE8T
RAILROAD
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and Teal estate, cheap for cash.
THIRD
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty ot well water to be All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory,
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
EMIL KLEINWORT.
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best Irrigating condi- Masonic Building, North Third Street.
tions; raise anything; best soil in
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
THE CELEB RATED
transplanting,
LOTS in different parts of the city.
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
pian.
Special Record Breaking Offer..
TWO LOTS, one big store won full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms in store; large back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
house adjoining the store.
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Bottled in Bond.
Prices and other Information desired made known on appl Kration In
person or writing to owner.

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

& CO.
N. M.

PAINTS,

Bratina

STREET

Meat Market

1WE

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Bratina

923 So. Second St.
Citizen Want ad does the work. Albuquerque,
New Mexico

ooooooosooooo
The St. Elmo

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j j

XXXXXXXXXDCCCCCOOOCXXXXXJOS

Wootton
If you think that a wind-- ,
mill will cot furnish you
with, water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South B nod way, and also
the two houses at the cor- nor of Coal avenue and
Arnold- street. They are.
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fiv- e
feet.

MEUNL&

AND
.

-

12-fo- ot

Automatic Phone, 199.

General Repair Shop.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. South

fion

UNDERTAKERS

RENTALS

and

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE;
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo BuDdta.

T

Lucero

Am
up

bahkhy

THE DIFFERENCE

Myer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.
2 ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
XXlCOCOCXxaXXXXXXXXXX3000

Third street.

FALLING OFF IN TRAFFIC ACWines, Brandies. Etc.
CORDING TO APRIL REPORT
JOSEPH BARNETT, T Prop'n
April operations of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe road make the
SAMPLE A NO
men
West Railroad Avenoc
0. W. Strong's Sons
poorest exhibit since last November
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
CLUB ROOM
and clearly reflect ie loss caused by
(Successor to Bailing Bros.)
8TRONO BLOCK.
the San Francisco earthquake. The
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY.
gross gain fell a little short of $5,000-00against $736,000 in March and
We desire patronage and we guar11,818,0000 in February. The figures
visions.
antee first class baking.
for May will make an exceptional
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
A. S. Brown, operator, of Belle-moo- t, showing. The April gross is $6,492,-31Mott
a
mmmr
far
told
Uosit
eemblaad
and dJtlanl tight ara tbe ordiexpenses, $4,163,129; net,
is relieving C. R. Kimball,
nary klnd Our ara dlffaraat-- Wa
grind tbana ourtalwaa la
TOT! a OK API
In a
taxes and rentals, S1S1 288:
agent at Thoreau, New Mexico, who
farm. Nothing ta braak apart or Intorforo with tboorder.
tolld
tight.
Superintendents
Fairvlew
and
net
$2,147,960.
income.
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
has been called east on account of
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Grain and Fuel.
the serious illness of his wife, who
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, Liquors
went to Chicago some weeks ago, be- ENGINEER DEAD
Mannfaetmrad
MONUMENTS
UNDER LOCOMOTIVE,
ing threatened with blood poisoning,
and Cigars. Place your order for
At 4 o'clock p. m. Tuesday,
this line with us.
caused by stepping on a rusty nail.
four1
N. Second St., Both Phon'sa,
miles east of Needlts, a Santa Fe
Weat old Ave.
Albuquerque' Exclusive Optician
NORTH THIRD STREET.
A young man named J. Means, employed with a bridge crew near
I. T., fell sixty feet to the cement
foundation of a bridge and dislocated
his shoulder He has been taken to
the company hospital at Sedalia, Mo.
M'ans formerly worked on a bridge
gang on the Santa Fe road south of
this city.
The approaching wedding of James
Susie
IVttus Christian and Miss
Hushes is announced. The marriage
will take place at Bisbee on the 20t'n
of this month. Mr. Christian was formerly a clerk in the general freight
offico of the southwestern, and is now
connected with the traffic department
of the Oopier Que'n at liisbee.
ff
W. H Iaum, spent for the
Santa
Fe Sit IMbrook, Ariz., is spending the
Bsien is 81 miles
N. M.,
day in the city, while en route to
Main Line
Atchison, Kan., where ho will annex
City,
,
Angeles, El
Francisco,
Old Mexico
;t better half. The wedding is to take
place the first of next week. The
bride t- If is Mits Mary Robe, the
daughter of a wealthy trunk manufacturer of Atchison.

12 0

Ranches

A. D. JOHNSON
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

Albuquerque, N. Il.

&

Real Estate

L. H. SHOEMAKER
EAKIN

Bole Agents.

Fines! Whiskies

FILL

Prices

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

A.

rprftor

fr

xxxxxxxxxx

XXX2XXXXXX4

Machine Works

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; laafUmaa,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Froata
Buildings.
m0mtr on Mining and mill Machinery m Bpaclalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
lbigieraia, H. H.

E

Of12,

WITH EVERY VEH-- ,
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falllnjr
means of defective
material or worsaaMH
hWp will be maderd
without expense toUMi
owner, irrespective mtj
time of service. TMi .
to prices, you can't beat ours on tb9

28, l!0fi.

h

WAR DECLARED

AND ETC.

book orders for at least 1.000,000
tons or rails for 1907 delivery.
cinder pit being
The new eight-foo- t
built at the round house is so near
completed that it will probably be
ready for cinders by next week. The
old pit was not adequate to the use
of the new engines that have recently
been put in service on the local di-

Los Angeles, Cal., May

one-thir-

STREET

THiS CHANCE

Guarantee
"

FAIR.

ihp San'a Fe passenger department has advised the fair association
that they will make the same rate of
d
one and
cents per mile, over
their lines in New Mexico, Arizona,
Kansas and Colorado, and El Paso,
Texas, for the- twenty-sixtannual
fair, thai has prevailed during the
former fair. This is as low a rate
as the Santa Fe ever makes for any
occasion, outside of mpeeial excursions.
The free return of horses and live
purstock for racing or exhibition
poses means a big item to the fair association, and as the offer Includes
Kansas, Colorado, Arizona, California
and part of Texas, it will no doubt
induce owners to bring their stock to
the twenty-sixtterritorial fair, to be
held September 17 to 22.
-

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

This Strong

ing.

I

page seven:
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Potest and
cvice f the

EVENING CITIZEN.

daFe signs

to

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
IN 9 Lift A NCK,
Secretary Mutual Building
tion. Office at 217 West RaSraaA
avenue.

6;

M. DRAGOIE

--

REFORM BIFOCULS
by
BEBBER
OPTICAL CO.,
a

IIS

201-21-

1

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Cigars and Tobacce,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat. '
300 North Broadway, corner of TCasS-ingto- n
avenue, Albuquerque N. 3a.
Groceries,

Iu-ran- t,

EEa Tin

3Jo

US

2EE

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Been

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o-

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Los
Paso and

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite

The Santa Fe railway will in the
future commence some extensive improv nients on its line between Silver City and Iieming by replacing the light rails which are now
in tfervice by new and much heavier
wteel rails. This is made necessaiy
by thtv great amount of additional
freight over 4hi lirancU during the
pas
year.

vry near

Work on the"li"ry eating bouse
at Ash Fork U piing forward at such
a rate th:it it will ik" be niiiny
months before the structure I complete. About sixty nun are employed
en the structure, lht excavating is
already finished, aiui the foundation
work is complete. T!.e moulds for
,the cement brick are In place, and
the mixers will at once making the
brk-from (the cement. The siriiot-r- e
when completed will le one of

f

05 rMldelue l0"- il2e 25x142 feet' 1,1(1 out w!th br0, 8
streets, with alley. 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; pubile aeaool aouas.
d
churotes. Commercial club; s population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment, in New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large winery; Urea aotela.
icitairtxts. etc. Belen it the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat. ine. bean, and bay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad City lathe near future cannot be estimated.

1;T.U,,nW,
IL

Tie

.'ata

ItU Ui

r8T

-

70-to-

eost-H'C0-

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

cfored are in tbe center cf the city, well graded, (many of tbem improved by cultivation)
tcd yard, drug store, barneei sbop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no tand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND aOUTH.
We need a

Urst-cla-

bakery, tailor ibop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing skos.

Crst-cla- s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

'UffW
iKZ&lSFtr.

jVE3X

W

MIIUH.l
Mryw

Ill

va

aaUL

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Comoanv
WM. M. BEROER.

JUUfJ cHUKiLiii, President,:

slaaf

Secretary

ro

'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.
FT

Out Shoes Give Satisfaction
THEY IJVST IOXf, ENOUGH TO CONVINCE THEIR WEARERS THAT BUYINO THEM WAS A GOOD INVESTMENT. BESIDES DEMONSTRATING THIS FACT. THEY FURNISH AT
THE SAME TIME A COMFORTABLE FEELING. THE EASE THEY
GIVE WITHOirf THE SACRIFICE OF STYLE, IS WHERE THEY
NEVER FAIL TO GIVE THEMSELVES A GOOD RECOMMENDATION. WHERE OCR SHOES ARE WORN,
THEIR USE BECOMES CONTINUOUS.

EN'S DRESS SHOES
$2.50 TO
MEN'S WORK SHOES
$1.80 TO
MEN'S OXFORDS
$1.65 TO
WOMEN'S SHOES
$1.50 TO
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
$1.25 TO
SHOES. AND SLIPPERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ...$1.00 TO
M

'.

$4.00
$3.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.50
$2.50

Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday,
with local thunder showers in east
portion.
Today began the sixth month of the
year, June, the end of which Is also
the end of the fiscal or financial year
of the United States.
Venus is still
the bright evening star. Jupiter will
be an evening star until the 10th of
the present month, but It Is now so
long In the west, when the sun sets,
as to be scarcely discernable. On
Sunday, June 3, will occur Pentecost,
t
or Whit Sunday. The Jewish
ended yesterday. The first quarter of the moon began at 1:09 yesterday morning. The sun rose at 4:45
this morning and will set at 7:10 this
evening. The sun now is only three
minutes ahead of clock time, having
descendet from its four minutes eminence on May 24. June was probably named from Juno, consort of Jupiter and queen of heaven. June is
said to be the pearl of the yean In
New England. The sun this month
enters the sign cancer, or the crab.
The day has been reasonably warm,
and with only enough wind to be
agreeable. A good rain would be acceptable.
She-bou-

ARRIVAL OF TRAIN9.
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

The

4

o'clock report on trains:

No. 3, ait 10:30 p. m.
No. 1, at 11:30 p. m.
Nos. 7 and 9 Indefinitely late.
No. 8, at 6 : 50 p. m.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
Miss S. B. Ramsey left tais
right flavor to all dishes Into which
on a pleasure trip t J Kansas City.
althey enter. This Is because we
Two crack teams will bowl tonight
ways procure the best manufactured. at the West bowling alleys, and some
We find out first what brands are re- high scores are looked for.
Prof. It. R. Iarkln, superintendent
liable
and personally guarantee them.
"' . 51
of the Las Vegas public schools, is
registered at the Alvarado.
Mrs. H. S. Lutz and children are
In Santa Fe, to remain over .Sunday,
the guests of Mrs. Iutz's parents.
Miss Bertha Conner, who visited
relatives at Santa Fe the past few
No. 113 and 120 South Second street days,
returned to the city last night.
Linus L.. Shields, of the Jemez hot
springs, is spending a few days In the
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
the
territorial metropolis seeing
sights.
Archie Brown, of the Agricultural
and Mechanic Arts college, has ac
cepted a poslMon in the shops as epe- cial apprentice.
President W. G. Tight, of the Uniline
versity of New Mexico, left this morning for a visit to friends and relatives
at Columbus, Ohio.
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of
Judge Ira A. Abbott, left on the Chicago limited it rain last ulght for Haverhill, Conn., for a visit to friends.
NEW MEXICO'5' LEADING JEWELERS
Mr. and Mrs. B. Frank Fillmore left
this morning for Jopiin, Mo., for a
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
visit to Mr. Fiiimore'a parents. They
expect to be absent from the city several weeks.
Probate Clerk A. E. Walker today
granted license to marry to Reginald
H. Mackenzie and Adele J. Qirard
the former of Santa Fe and the latter of Albuquerque.
Mrs. Gale, of Chicago, is spending
the day in the city, the guest of Mrs.
come
Corlne E. 'Rice. Mrs. Gale has been
in El
it.
for ifhe winter and is on
her way 'home to spend the suifrfiier.
L. A. Tessler, the barber, left this
morning for New Haven, Conn.,
NEW"
where he will attend the annual council of the Knights of Columbus, as a
CHERRY
representative from the Albuquerque

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Maynard Co

Paso, came In from the south this
tip
morning, and Is around drumming
business for his company. - Ha states
that Darbv A Iav is now located at
Providence, U I , hs supervisor of
agencies for the company, and Mrs.
Day and son are there with him. Miss
Nellie Kennedy, a sister of Mrs. Day.
Is still In El Paso, holding a position
In the office of the Mutual Life Insurance company.
Juan Armljo has received a telegram from Ills sister, Ml
Elolsa
Armljo, stating that she had arrived
safely at Hoboken, N. J., from her
European trip, and en route to hot
home in this city would stop a few
days to visit friends in Chicago. Miss
Armljo left this rlty aliout four months
ago for Europe, it being stated at the
time to have an operation performed,
and visited England, Italy and Spain
She Is returning- in pretty good health,
but it is understood that no operation
was performed, the surgeon she consulted having decided that It was

and we were never
better able to entertain Treat
your throat at our fountain.

It has

SISTERS

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL

AMERICAN BEAUTY

lodge.

Barnet) Building

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

LUlVllBER, - CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

ITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Rt.
copal
zona,

at-iin-g

1 itjKicaaiia'.'-iuu-

o

Grand benefit, ball by the John A.
Ixjran Circle No. 1, Ladies of the G.
A. R., at Elks' ball room Wednesday,
June fi, at 9 o'clock. Admission, $1.
Scot'i's orchestra.
FRESH

TOMORROW

AT

NEW BEETS,
NEW TURNIPS,
GREEN PEAS,
CAULIFLOWER,
NEW CARROTS,

.luvwiwi

PATENT COLT,

AT MALOY'S
STRAWBERRIES,
BLACKBERRIES,
LOGAN 8 ERR I ES,
-- o-

Going to th mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.

Houston,

203

West Railroad avenue.

struction of Post Exchange building
and Bowling Alley here, will be received until 11 a. m. June 13, 1906,
and then opened.
Information furnished on application. U. S. reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing
proposals should
be endorsed "Proposals for Post Exchange Building and Bowling Alley,'
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
Qnir.

35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.23. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
SCREEN

t

iVf

Don't envy the man witn the new
spring suit get one, and know the
comfort of wearing it. Many will
come to us without any urging on our
part. Sometimes an old customer
drops out. exMrlmenting.
but he
cornea back again and tells us he likes
our clothing like the fit the style
the fabric the workmanship, and
our square-dea- l
prices. We're showing the styles of the hour, and notth-Inwould afford us more
pleasure
than to show taeni to you.

CO.

g

H. M. & S. SUITS

$15 TO $30.

SIM0M
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier
Ufie

Two Piece Suits

UNDERWEAR

Men and Youths

We are showing a large assortment of underwear ia
all colors and qualities from 50c a suit to ths? very

the greater part of our
suits, and our line of sizes are not complete, we
have placed on sale our entire stock that sold at
regular pnee from $7.50 to $11.00 at the low price of

As we have sold

two-pie- ce

$5.65

The Suit

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

finest at

The Suit

$350

The Suit

Trunks, Suit Gases, Bass
Inspect our line of trunks, suit cases
Prices always the lowest.

atul

Uags.

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
t
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

t

$4.00

Shoes

U5, H7 South First Sireet

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
S. T, VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

OPTICIAN IN
NEW MEXICO.

Eye Sight
Specialist

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug stcre.

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

flflclNTQSH HARDWARE COfWPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

"

IVES, THE FLORIST.

I!.

over Mandell's on Railroad
between First and Second
is. Hours from 8 to l'J a. m., 1:30
p. in.
Auto phone, t;si.
Wiilliams has practiced his pro-J- "
i m
in I.as Vegas for the past
years.

Otl'.oe
ai-iiu,- ,

sir'--

TICKETS

SSH E. L. WASHBURN C0.E

XI 3,

?,

nti-.--

22

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

& COMPANY

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

1

Up-to-Da- te

THE WHITSON MUSIC

o
Ft. Bayard, N. M-- , May 2S. 1900.
Sealed proposals in triplicate for con-

Dr.B.M.Williams
. DENTIST.

APnm

in swell new designs in Oxfords,

on

1l2

CHICKtRING STORE

Wherever you go, you will find the!
piano store that represents Chicker- K OUUS
lO uo mo Dest piace O
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
The name Chlckering lg In Itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other tnaftes it
handles, la New Mexico the Chlckering Is represented solely by

TRY OUR ORIOLE BRAND SALT
MACKEREL
JUST THE THING
FOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER.

1,1

Try Us

THE

The Suit

The picnic baskets for ale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are Indispensable for outing parties.
INTERNATIONAL LOUSE PAINT
IS AN UNDILUTED PREPARATION
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF ALL
INSECT
LIFE
INJURIOUS
TO
POULTRY. E. W. FEE. 620 SOUTH
SECOND STREET.

Celebrated

sian leather, in all the new lasts.

1

FIND

CUCUMBERS,
SUMMER SQUASH. ETC.

in both black and Rus-

$3.30
'

The undersigned is prepared to
mako trips 40 and from the celebrati
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAME3 T. JOHNSTON.

NEUF-CHATE-

NEW OXFORDS FOR MEN

price

E 1, 1905.

The Golden Rule
Clothing
Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

trim-mine-

Walkover Low Cut Shoes,

JU

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

TODAY:
LIVE. SOFT
SPECIAL CRABS.
SPRING LAMB,
FILLET, PORK TENDERBEEF
LOINS. SWEET BREADS.
BROILERS. TURKEYS, YOUNG DUCKS.
Rev. John Mills Kendrick, Epis- YOUNG HENS. A FRESH SHIPbishop of Now Mexico and Ari- MENT OF BLUE LABEL CHEESE.
lias arrived in the city from MINIATURE
CREAM AND

Farmington.
He goes from here to
his home In Phoenix, by way of Fort
Defiance.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson left this morn
ing for Santa Fe, where he will take
the Central railroad for White Oaks.
Mr. Fergusson is one of the owners
of ithe Old 'Abe mine. He will be absent from the city a week.
W. E. Drake left last night for
Rochester, N. Y., his former home
He has been employed by the Horabln
McGaffey company at Thoreau.
He
intends returning to New Mexico in
a few weeks.
I. B. Payne, acting superintendent
com
Traction
of the Albuquerque
pany,
on the suggestion made
him by The Evening Citizen, yesterday afternoon levelled First street, be
tween Railroad and Gold avenuea
with tne street, car rails, using adobe
and gravel dirt.
Miss Lucille May, the little lady
that sings and dances at the iasiuo
with the Berger-GrosStock company,
made her greatest hit since coming
to the Casino, last night, in the singing of "My Merry Oldsmobile." Miss
May has a really wonderful voice, for
a child, and controls it with artistic
precision. Her songs and dances are
the best ever given in Albuquerque
by n juvenile performer,
'Joseph Baer, special ftgent of the
Mutual Life Insurance company, ot
New York, with headquarters in El

We have just received a complete line of the

FRIDAY,

ROLLER FLOUR "MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete,
including
roller
We have some dainty style in dark bailer and engine, for
tan, low shoes, f :r women. They look flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
dressy, wear well, feel easy on the Las Cruces, X. M.
o
foot and polish
nicely.
Ve
have
See the picnic baskets In the Mcinthem with either light or extension tosh Hardware company's display
soles, and their prices are $1.63, $2.25, window.
$2.00, $2.75 and $3. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember. Eureka la the only lime
ALL KINDS OF BERRIES, FRUITS sold here that will not pop, crack or
AND VEGETABLES
FRESH FOR lilister 1n the wall. See that it is
TOMORROW.
specified in your contract.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
HAHN & CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
Whitcomb Springs Deligtitful sumSATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
mer resort, Is now open to the pub2 lls. fancy creamery butter
45c lic. Good rooms, good meals, every2 cans of corn beef
25c thing clean and nice. Bring your
3 bottles of pickles
25c families and come out and see us.
Larfce package of oat flakes
23c Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
We have received our new stock of
fruit Jiirs and jelly glasses.
Soup, per can
08c
Chili-ma- c,
per pkg
05c
Vermicelli, per pkg
08c
Postum Cereal, per pkg
20c
See us for adjustable
windowscreens.
Large can of cream
09c
2 pkgs of Force
25c
2 lbs soda crackers
15c
Seeded raisins, per pkg
08c
-carry
assortment,
We
a nice
of ham
mocks.
FOR
THE MAZE
EKE,
Wm Kl
Proprietor.

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.

THE SODA THIRST

CITIZEN.

EVENING

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlc

Trsntactlont

Gumrtnfd

ROSENFIELD'S,

118

W. R. R, Ave,

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

ocooooooccoooo
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See Display

fl
Compartment

M

OurWindow
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215 West Railroad Avenue
2
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE, -
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